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Foreword

 For almost five years, healthcare design and construction sector is in my focus.
I started my experience in this field from design proposal of health-improving and rehabilitation cen-
ter in Moscow which was my master thesis in Moscow Architectural Institute (MArchI) in 2012. After 
graduation I also worked as an architect in large architectural bureau which is specialized in design 
and construction of healthcare and resort facilities. Healthcare architectural typology is one of the most 
complicated ones because it deals with great number of technical and technological issues, which dic-
tate the final spatial and design solutions in many ways. Moreover, technical regulations and demands 
in this type of buildings are one of the strictest ones based on the core functions and nature of the 
process. To find a rational balance between technology and architectural aesthetics in healthcare is a 
great challenge for architect.

 In 2013 I started my MSc Architecture program in Politecnico di Milano in order to extend my 
architectural vision and to get European experience and understanding of the profession of architect. 
Because of the fact that I already had experience in the healthcare sector at that time, I chose the 
topic of healthcare as my graduation subject in Milan. There is a special department in Politecnico di 
Milano dedicated to design problems of healthcare facilities. The head of the department, professor 
Stefano Capolongo, was my supervisor of the graduation project which was dedicated to modular 
and prefabricated solutions in healthcare design. The main focus of my thesis was to design spatial 
solutions for general hospital where all functions and departments can be arranged into modular and 
prefab scheme by using the same span of the structural grid. Questions of modularity, transportability 
of the modules to the construction site, universality of the layout which allows to put different functions 
within the same module were the main ones in my research. In order to test my hypothesis and find-
ings I designed renovation project for the real general hospital in one of the Russian provincial cities. 
The idea behind this step was to test possibility to extend existing healthcare facilities in a modular 
and prefabricated way which allows to minimize interruptions in the daily activities of the hospital while 
being under renovation, reduces time schedule for the renovation project in construction phase and 
increases the quality of the complete work based on in-factory production and assembly process. 

 The focus of my Milan project was mainly on spatial and technological aspects of modular 
healthcare design. Since I am particularly interested in medical design and construction sector, as 
I already mentioned, I decided to continue my research in this field while working on my graduation 
project in TU Delft on Management In the Built Environment Master program in order to understand 
the entire process of modular construction not only from architectural, but also from managerial, tech-
nological, logistic and financial points of view. The main question of this research is whether modu-
lar solutions in hospital construction more economically feasible than traditional on-site construction 
methods, considering the entire life cycle process of the hospital building? By answering this question, 
I will understand and evaluate financial, managerial and logistical aspects of hospital construction, 
which will give me the complete picture of effectiveness of modular construction in hospitals. 

 I would like to say thank you to my mentors, Peter de Jong and Ruben Vrijhoef, who supported 
me along this year and organized a number of interviews with the set of experts who helped me to get 
the picture of processes in modular construction. Special appreciation to all experts and specialists, 
who kindly agreed to meet and answer to my questions. All their interviews can be found in appendixes 
of this report. Special thank you to my family who supports me in my career and helps me to get the 
things I am working on.
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Chapter 1.

SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH.
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 1.1. Selection of the research topic.

 The reason behind my application for MBE program of TU Delft was to understand the man-
agement aspects of building development. I have an experience in architecture, and based on it I 
understood that development and management skills and practices are highly important in modern 
construction process. I think that ideally, this program should be taken by practicing architect after 4 - 5 
years of real practice. In my case, I only have two and a half years of architecture practice. In my case, 
it is only two and a half years, but even with this experience I can state that it is very useful. 

 My previous architectural background was partially related with healthcare facilities. I graduated 
from Moscow Architectural Institute in 2012 with the project of health-improving center. I also worked 
in big Russian design bureau specialized in hospital design and construction. My Politecnico di Milano 
master thesis was dedicated to modular general hospital design proposal, and research of most im-
portant trends in hospital flexibility, the main paradigm of modern hospital development.  

 Flexibility in architecture can be viewed as capacity of building to adapt to changing spatial, op-
erational or usage demands whether in a short, medium or long term (Capolongo et al, 2012). Based 
on this definition, flexibility can be seen as an answer to uncertainty and inability to predict the future. 
The aim of flexible solutions is to deliver supply which can be adapted, modified or changed in order 
to meet future needs without demolition of entire structure. Since the life cycle of the standard building 
is between 70 and 100 years in average, providing flexible design solutions since the moment of cre-
ation is a way to extend the use period of the building in a way which meets changing demands (Cor 
agenaar et al, 2006).  

Real estate development process in general, and development of hospital in particular, is a long-
term process within changing of economical, technological, political, social and demand-supply ratio 
situation. Hospital design takes special place while talking about flexibility, since the fact that health 
care facilities are highly sensible in terms of changing demands because of rapid growth of medical 
technologies. Hospital has highly technology-oriented environment, which changes rapidly based on 
supply of new technologies and demand of different user groups of the hospital. Flexibility can be 
also described as an attempt to match current supply and future demand of the building based on the 
analysis of future trends, needs and supplies. Figure 1.1 represents 9-step framework of design an 
accommodation strategy for analysis, design and elaboration of the real estate development project 
based on comparison of current demands and future supplies. 

 

Figure 1.1. Analysis of demand and supply (Source: De Jonge, 2016)
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Based on rapid changes of health care technologies which need to be implemented in hospitals in 
order to improve the level of treatment and care, which is, after all, the most important indicator of its 
effectiveness, hospital can be considered as one of the building typologies with the highest demand 
for flexibility. Figure 1.2 illustrates the reduce of lifespan of use of health care facilities in retrospective 
from medieval times till nowadays.

 Due to rapid development of medical technologies in the last decades the period of use of 
health care facilities reduced significantly, as it shown in figure 2. We can conclude that the current 
supply and future demand of modern healthcare facilities are in conflict with each other. Flexibility in 
this case is a tool to get and to consider future demand while design the hospital today. Next paragraph 
will discover different aspects of flexibility, their interact with each other and their contribution to overall 
flexibility of the hospital. 

Flexibility of design. Flexibility of use

 Another approach of describing flexibility can be explained as possibility for different users 
to organize and to reorganize their activities freely and according to their own timeframe, without 
encountering excessive constraints in the structuring of the space and in the installed plant (such as 
dimensions, distribution, performances, etc.) (Capolongo, 2012). In this light it is possible to add that 
flexibility allows different users to change and to organize  their own layout within the building without 
disturbing the timeline and layout of other users. 
 
 Achieving high level of flexibility requires a lot of design effort on earlier stages of design 
process. The wide analysis of future needs of the building  and demands of its users currently and 
in the future is needed in order to get flexible spatial layout. One of the main approaches to reach 
flexibility is standardization of dimensions of different spaces and prefabrication production of elements 
to construct these spaces. Possibility to change the spatial layout of the space based on predefined 
number of prefabricated elements is an effective way to reach high level of flexibility. The continuity 
to use flexibility from design phase to use and operational phase is highly important in this situation. 
Space designed with needs for flexibility in mind can be than easily adapted for other needs without 
costly refurbishment or demolition of the building. Basically, there are three transformation cycles exist.
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Figure 1.2. Periods of use of healthcare facilities (Source: Capolongo et al, 2012)
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 - Daily / weekly usage transformation cycles 
This cycle offers possibility to use the same place during the day or the week for different purposes. 
For example, consultancy room can be used for its primary function during the week and for office 
or meeting room during the weekend. This strategy can reduce the demand for office spaces and 
consultancy rooms in the hospital by careful management of working timetable and exchanging spaces 
and user flows. 

- Medium usage transformation cycles 
These cycles refer to seasonal or medium time changes in spatial layout based on natural insolation, 
amount of sun light and other seasonal or cyclical factors in the work of the hospital

- Long usage transformation cycles 
This transformation cycle is similar to daily one, but the change of the function of the space takes 
long-term charcter. For example, practitioner room can be changed to office or surgery room for a long 
time without costly refurbishement of the space by using identical prefbrication elements which are 
common for the entire hospital building (Capolongo, 2012). 

Types and levels of flexibility

Flexibility in general and flexibility of hospital in particular can be structured by levels and types of 
flexibility. There are 3 types of flexibility: 

Constant surface flexibility

Variable surface flexibility 

Operational flexibility

Constant surface flexibility includes the possibilities to change and to adapt the existing facilities (rooms, 
units or buildings) to the user needs within the boundaries of the building, which means that the initial 
floor area is constant. Variable surface flexibility, on the other hand, means that the initial floor area 
can be increased (or decreased) by adding additional parts to the existing building. These parts can be 
modular cantilevers which are hanging to the facade and increasing the floor area of the unit, or entire 
segment of the building which can be added to it in a modular or prefabricated way. The possibility of 
this type of flexibility should be designed in advance in order not to disturb the daily activities of entire 
hospital. The third type, operational flexibility, is meaning to adapt one or another unit (or indidual 
room, or entire building) according to user’s  needs and demands as well as flexibile operational and 
technical services and easy access to them. Figure 3 illustrates all three flexibility types. 

In addition to three types there are four levels of flexibility in hospital design (Capolongo, 2012). The 
first level is individual room, which can be adaptable to the user’s needs. The second one is functional 
unit, which can be combined from the set of individual rooms and be able to accomodate any hospital 
department. Third one is a building level, in which different hospital departments can be accomodated 
in one building; they can be changed based on current demand or even converted into another function, 
such as offices or housing. Finally, the fourth level is a hospital complex level, which is combined 
from identical buildings and accomodates the entire hospital. Due to rapid changes in healthcare 
technologies the function of total complex can be changed from hospital to housing or office functions 
in case of proper applicability of flexibility concepts on the previous levels.

 The result of my Milan master thesis was an extension of general hospital in one of the Russian 
cities. The hospital was designed in a fully modular way. The head of the department, professor Stefa-
no Capolongo, was my supervisor of the graduation project which was dedicated to modular and pre-
fabricated solutions in healthcare design. The main focus of my thesis was to design spatial solutions 
for general hospital where all functions and departments can be arranged into modular and prefab 
scheme by using the same span of the structural grid. Questions of modu-
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larity, transportability of the modules to the construction site, universality of the layout which allows to 
put different functions within the same module were the main ones in my research. In order to test my 
hypothesis and findings I designed renovation project for the real general hospital in one of the Russian 
provincial cities. The idea behind this step was to test possibility to extend existing healthcare facilities 
in a modular and prefabricated way which allows to minimize interruptions in the daily activities of the 
hospital while being under renovation, reduces time schedule for the renovation project in construction 
phase and increases the quality of the complete work based on in-factory production and assembly 
process. Next page demonstrates the final design proposal of my master thesis in Politecnico di Milano.

 The focus of my Milan project was mainly on spatial and technological aspects of modular 
healthcare design. Since I am particularly interested in medical design and construction sector, as 
I already mentioned, I decided to continue my research in this field while working on my graduation 
project in TU Delft on Management In the Built Environment Master program in order to understand 
the entire process of modular construction not only from architectural, but also from managerial, 
technological, logistic and financial points of view. 

1.2. Research questions

 Modularity is relatively popular trend within architectural community nowadays. Housing, hotels, 
hospitals, etc are designed in a modular way. The actual feasibility of such solutions, however, does not 
taken into account in majority of the cases. Usefulness of hospital modularity was explained in details 
above, but its feasibility is a good question for the research. That is why the research topic of financial 
feasibility of modular hospital construction was chosen for my graduation project in TU Delft. By doing 
such a research, I am going to round up the topic of modularity in hospital development not only from 
design point of view, which was done by me in Milan, but from financial and logistical one as well. The 
main research question of this project is 

To which extent are prefab solutions in healthcare design and construction 
processes are more economically feasible than traditional methods? 

In order to explain this statement, three sub-questions were formulated. They are

1) To what extent is prefab used in current situation in healthcare sector?

2) To what extent is enlarging the amount of prefab elements feasible considering the design     
     and construction process? 

3) Which parts of the healthcare facilities are mostly suitable for 
     implementation prefab solutions in a cost-effective way?

 1.3. Strategies to answer research questions

 There are two main research strategies were chosen to answer these research questions. The 
first one is literature survey and deep literature analysis in order to understand the nature of modules’ 
production process, its special characteristic features and all accompanied story. This gives an 
understanding of modular system limitations, nature of manufacturing process, probable financial and 
technical benefits and limitations of the modular construction. Second strategy is related to empirical 
part of the research, when all information gathered in the first phase are applied to financial feasibility 
analysis of one standard module with dimensions mostly used in modular construction. The set of 
parameters of the module will be analyzed in three main phases - design, construction and maintenance.  
These parameters include the main aspects of module life cycle in all three phases. 
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Each parameter will be compared to the similar one in conventional construction in order to check 
possible savings of modular or conventional construction method in particular aspect of construction 
process. The results of this comparison will be summarized and presented in final table where the 
possible benefits of modular construction will be presented. In order to verify the reliability of these 
results the external experts will be asked whether they are close to reality. The conclusions regarding 
feasibility of modular construction in hospitals will be explained in conclusion and reflection chapter.

1.4. Theoretical phase of the research. Literature review.

 The literature survey phase was represented in all details in P2 report. This chapter will briefly 
summarize the results of literature survey and explain theoretical findings which became a basis for 
empirical part of the research.

Lean management and circular economy are main components of modular production.

 The concept and philosophy of lean management is one of the most important ones in modular 
construction. Two main important points are placed here. First one is mass production philosophy which 
allows to produce factory-based manufactured product with all benefits accompanied by production 
flow and conveyor assembly technologies. These benefits are quality control along the entire building 
life cycle, independence from weather conditions, fixed and predictable production time, interchange 
of the components of the module between different design products, economy of scale principles. 
Second one is highly customizable layout of the produced modules which can be changed based on 
pre-designed layout and finishing schemes of the module. Together, these two concepts provide highly 
flexible, customized and at the same time mass product based on the scalable economy.

 Second benefit which comes out from lean management concept is  maintenance of the mod-
ular building during entire life cycle. Modular manufacturer provides a warranty for his final product 
and takes all maintenance costs along the warranty period. Since modular producer usually has all 
required certificates for his modular components, he can maintain the building on the scheduled basis 
with the special crew who knows all aspects of the particular object. Figure 1.3 represents warranty 
system provided by Secisui Heim Japanese modular producer.

Third outcome of lean management concept incorporated into modular production process is recy-
cling of materials and components (source: Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015). Fac-
tory-based and oriented manufacturing process allows to re-use and re-cycle up to 95 % of materials 
and components used in modular construction. This fact comes from fixed and controlled production 
flow, detailed design phase of the project and knowing of all the elements required for the assembly 
of the module. Re-use and re-cycle of the majority of materials used in modular production allows to 
implement new types of modules in production without inventing any new details and parts since the 
same components can be used in new versions.

Figure 1.3.  Warranty system of Secisui Heim (source: wwwsecisuiheim.com)
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Moreover, recycled materials can be sold to external parties and make a profit for a modular company 
(Mark van den Ven interview, appendix x). Probably the most important factor related with lean man-
agement in modular construction is great reduction of the waste produced by construction industry. 
According to Arup, 40 % of global waste is produced by construction industry.(Arup, Circular economy 
in the built environment report, 2016).Modular construction almost eliminates this problem based on 
re-cycling process implemented in modular production. Factory-based construction environment con-
trols and counts all materials which are in and out in production process. This makes modular produc-
tion clean and really sustainable construction method. Figure 1.4 below shows this concept realized in 
Secisui Heim factories in Japan.

Figure 1.4. Sekisui Heim Reuse System House (source: http://www.sekisuichemical.com, 2016)

Fourth aspect of lean management related with reduction of waste and saving resources is 
extension of module’s life-cycle by factory inspection and refurbishment process. Figure 1.4 above de-
scribes refurbishment process in Secisui Heim. After being used modules are sent back to the factory 
for detailed inspection and possible refurbishment which takes place based on pre-designed layouts 
with Interchangeable elements. Factory-based quality inspection makes further use reliable and 
safe-ly. By applying this practice modules can be in stock for 30 years and even more (Mark van 
de Ven interview, appendix 15). Refurbishment process done in this way, again, reduces the 
amount of waste and makes re-development and installations of the modules on site quick, clean 
and safely process. 

Factory production chain in modular construction. Japan case study.

Japan modular housing industry was selected as a case study for the literature survey based 
on high level of development of this technology in the country. Conveyor-based manufacture process, 
TAKT time and production flow, Just-In-Time concept and many other modern principles of factory pro-
duced buildings were invented and used in Japan (Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015). 
The large number of Japanese modular factories were studied during literature survey. The character 
and nature of different production layouts were identified. The two main of them are static and linear 
ones. The first one is organized around the module, when different components are added to the frame 
by crew while module is in place. Second one is based on conveyor layout, when module is moved 
long the conveyor strip and different components are settled to it. 

Figure 1.5. Linear (conveyor) organisation of modular factory  (source: www.sekisuichemical.com, 2016)
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Static factory layout is mainly used in a small scale factories while linear one is usual for large scale 
factories. Figure 1.5 below shows typical linear organisation of modular factory.

Combination of mass industry and economy of scale with individual and customized product is 
gained by organization of factory layout. The same conveyor production line can make different prod-
ucts. Mark van den Ven states that each production automated line of De Meuuw can produce up to 
3 different modules at the same time (Mark van de Ven interview, appendix 15). 

Integration of modern technologies and installations into modular houses and other modular 
typologies is current trend in Japan modular manufacturing. Toyota Home, Sekisui Heim and other 
modular producers actively integrate electronic and wireless technologies in their modules in order 
to make it interactive. Hospital, in this way, is really good candidate for modular construction, based 
on high level of installations, systems and devices. Patient assistance technologies, remote control of 
in-patient ward environment, health-checking systems and others - all of them can be integrated into 
module while designed and produced. This aspect makes factory-based hospital units are extremely 
suitable.

An important success factor of Japan modular building industry is inclusiveness of great num-
ber of industries and suppliers into supply and production process. Figure 1.6 represents circle of 
companies and industries involved in modular production. Such large cooperation allows to make state 
of the art products and always attract innovations from different fields. Economy of scale is definitely 
grows from this cooperation and allows to interchange the elements and technologies between them.

Figure 1.5. Linear (conveyor) organisation of modular factory  (source: www.sekisuichemical.com, 2016)

Figure 1.6. Cooperation between  prefab housing industry and other industries in Japan 
(source: Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015) 
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1.5. Empirical part of the research.

An empirical part of this research tests all findings of literature survey in application to the stan-
dard module used in modular hospital construction. Set of parameters of the module in three phases 
of its life cycle - design, manufacturing and maintenance - are tested against similar processes done in 
conventional construction. Based on unavailability of the data some parts of the construction process 
are not covered by this analysis, while in others educated guess is applied. The data for this analysis is 
gathered partially from literature sources, partially from the interviews with experts. The results of this 
research will be represented in this chapter.

1.5.1. Design phase.

The analysis of design process in modular construction figured out 50% savings in cost and 
15% savings in time comparing to conventional design process. Time savings are mostly come from 
using BIM software such as Autodesk Revit and Inventor in design process. It is important to men-
tion that the pre-requisite in this result is that all modular components and layouts are pre-designed 
in advance. Mark van den Ven, De Meeuw manager, states that his firm can propose quite different 
layouts and finishings of the module, but all of them are based on set of standard components which 
are already pore-designed and modeled in Revit (Mark van den Ven interview, 2017, Appendix 15). 
That is why modular design is mostly about assembly of the modules in final building according to the 
brief, rather design everything from the ground. It might be possible that the client would be agree on 
even those modules which are already produced, and there would be no time for design at all. Mark 
van den Ven says that design phase can take only two-three days. The point here is that De Meeuw 
makes profit on re-use and recycle of the modules based on their common layout. In case of usual 
design the company can agree to take module back from the client after the end of use period, which 
is a significant benefit for him. If the design is unique, De Meeuw would not take it back. 

Cost savings are based on minimum participation of external architect in the design process. 
Modular building companies still consult with an architects, but only for the number of questions, 
while they elaborate most of design and technological solutions by themselves. This results in 3-4% 
for design fee from entire construction budget instead of 6-8% in traditional design. Table 1.7 shows 
these figures.

1.5.2. Construction phase.

The main difference in construction phase between modular and on-site construction is that 
in modular variant 85-90% of the process is done in factory, while traditional process goes entirely on 
construction site. Conventional builders can rise up to 80 m2 per day, while production time of one 
module with UFA of 30 m2 takes from 20 hours to 2-3 days, depends on the interior finishing. The ex-
cavation and foundation works, however, take the same time and cost. Table 1.8 below represents the 
results of construction part survey.

Figure 1.7. Summary of savings in design phase  (source: Author, 2017)

Parameter Modular construction

Time savings
85 % from 

conventional design

3 - 4 % from entire 
construction budget

6 - 8 % from entire 
construction budget

100 % 15 %

50 %Cost savings

Conventional construction Savings, %
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Parameter

Cost of foundation 
works

as % from total budget

Amount of m2 
constructed per day

180 - 300 m2 Up to 80 m2

4% 4%

Modular construction Conventional construction

1.5.3. Use phase

Use phase deals with annual daily maintenance and refurbishment process. Modular con-
struction gives 0,5% savings in the first one comparing to conventional one. This is mostly based on 
general contractor who is represented by modular manufacturer himself, as well as on quite controlled 
production process, which results in computerized maintenance phase with machine-like check-up 
system. Refurbishment process in modular building takes from 25 to 50% savings in cost, based on 
pre-designed flexible layout and well known set of components from which the module is built. Possi-
bility to relocate the module to the new site is solely modular opportunity, which costs around 30% of 
the cost of the module. Table 1.9 below demonstrates these findings. 

1.5.4. Total savings in modular construction.

Table 1.10 below demonstrates summary of the savings indentified in modular construction in 
design, construction and use phases of building’s life cycle. 

1.6. Conclusion of the research. Answers to research questions.

1.6.1. To which extent are prefab solutions in healthcare design and construction are more 
economically feasible than traditional methods?

Time. Modular hospital can be built from the ground. It is a fact confirmed by several experts in 
this research (see appendixes). The main benefit of modular construction is time required to complete 
the building. Modular building can be assembled from 2 to 3 times faster comparing to traditional one 
(see chapter 5, construction phase). This results in fast start of hospital’s use phase, which brings not 
only earlier revenues, but also allows to provide healthcare in limited time period which is quite im-
portant for hospital typology. The conclusion is that if time is the critical factor, modular construction is 
definitely feasible solution. 

Parameter

Annual maintenance
costs

Refurbishment costs

Relocation costs

25 - 50 % from 
conventional one

4.800 - 6.700 Euro
per module

Highly depends on the 
case

Non applicable

1,5 % 2 %

Modular construction Conventional construction

Figure 1.8. Summary of savings in construction phase  (source: Author, 2017)

Figure 1.9. Summary of savings in use phase  (source: Author, 2017)
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Cost. The cost of each construction project is unique based on its circumstances, goals, location and 
man y other factors.  This research compares the main aspects of design, construction and mainte-
nance process for an average module with UFA of 29 square meters and for one square meter in tra-
ditional hospital construction. Construction cost of 1 m2 of the module was calculated equal to 1.846 
Euro, while construction cost in compared traditional hospital was equal to 2.533 Euro / m2. It results 
in 27 % of costs savings when modular method is used. It is important to mention, however, that usual 
marginal cost per square meter in Dutch state hospitals should be less or equal to 2.000 Euro/m2. 
Since hospital development is primarily governmental activity, this price per square meter can be taken 
as a constant. In this case, cost savings based on modular construction are equal to 8 - 9 %. Litera-
ture research presented in chapter 3 reports savings between 11 and 19 % comparing to conventional 
construction methods. It is possible to say, then, that these research findings, which gives cost savings 
in modular variant between 9 and 27 %, are realistic. A very important factor of hospital development 
cost is medical equipment and installations. Depends on the nature of the hopital, cost of equipment 
can vary really high. The module considered in this research is an individual in-patient ward. That is 
why equipment cost for this hospital typology is not the highest among hospital departments. Surgery 
room or MRI block will have a higher price/m2 based on higher equipment level. 

Time, then, is the most important saving factor in modular construction. A lot of hospital exten-
sions, therefore, are ideal situations for modular construction, when construction process should be 
done in a very limited period of time and without disruption of existing facility. 

1.6.2. To what extent is prefab used in current situation in healthcare sector?

Figure 1.10. Summary of savings in modular construction  (source: Author, 2017)
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Costs

Costs

Time

Time

15 0 ;3 % faster 
comparing to 

conventional design * 

52.900 Euro / module  
 1800 Euro / m2 *

2 % / year from 
construction budget

25 - 50 % from conven-
tional construction

Highly depends on the 
case

2 % / year from 
construction budget

2500 Euro / 
m2

Up to 80 m2 / day 80 % 180 - 300 m2 / day

28 %

None

25 - 50 %

15 0 ;3% 

50 %

Depend on the case

50 % from 
conventional design

(3 - 4% of total budget)

6 - 8 % from total 
budget

Modular construction Conventional construction Savings, %

Highly depends on the 
case

* - including VAT (21 %)

Highly depends on the 
case

depends 
on the case
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Modular construction in healthcare is currently used mainly in extensions of healthcare facilities. 
This is partially related with regulations which allow to use modular building as temporary structure for 
several years. Traditional hospital construction mainly uses prefabricated bathroom pods and facade 
panels. Some recent projects, such as Miami Valley hospital completed in 2012, use internal prefabri-
cated walls with integrated headwall systems for in-patient wards. Another current modular component 
used in hospital development is MEP installations, pre-assembled in a factory and mounted above 
the ceiling and in other places on a construction site in a quick way. Modular construction, at the 
same time, uses fully prefabricated volumetric modules to complete the hospital. Several companies 
in Netherlands, Germany and Latvia are specialized in modular hospital construction. The choice of 
construction method, therefore, is depend on the client and particular project circumstances. Modular 
hospital construction is the most promising and growing sector, right after sub-urban housing, which is 
growing now. (Mark van de Ven interview, appendix 15). 

1.6.3. To what extent is enlarging the amount of prefab elements feasible considering the 
design and construction process?

This research explored fully prefabricated 3d-dimentional modules as the maximum scenario in 
order to see the possible benefits of off-site construction. Pre-designed layout of hospital departments 
and, at the same time, possibility to customize them for particular client gives a wide range of prefab-
rication options. When time is the critical factor and the hospital (or, hospital extension) needs to be 
completed in a short period of time, fully prefabrication and 3d-dimentional construction is definitely 
an option, since construction schedule is reduced by 50 % in a modular way. It is important to stress 
the point that time savings do not result in lower quality, but, to the opposite, provide higher quality 
control and material savings based on lean management and careful production flow (see part 2.2). It 
is possible to say, then, that when short construction time schedule together with efficient and quali-
ty-controlled construction environment is a goal, fully modular construction is an option. Cost savings 
from 9 to 27 % comparing to traditional construction is another benefit. It is important to say, however, 
that even if modular variant is more expensive than conventional method, start of use phase of the 
hospital is still much earlier, and revenues from hospital activity start to accumulate earlier. 

1.6.4. Which parts of the healthcare facilities are mostly suitable for implementation prefab 
solutions in a cost-effective way?

As it was stated in the report, fully operated hospital can be built from the ground in a modular 
way. That is why all hospital departments are suitable for modular construction. However, based on the 
set of interviews and literature review done in this research it is possible to state that those hospital 
departments which are highly equipped with electronic and special medical devices are the first can-
didates for modular construction. Surgery rooms, MRI units, intensive care wards - these departments 
are recomended to build in a modular way in order to test all systems in advance in a factory and then 
transport them to construction site (Mark van de Ven interview, appendix 15). The benefit of their con-
struction in a modular way is a short time of completion. Based on the actual hospital demand these 
units can be assembled in the factory in a short way and installed in the hospital quite quickly without 
any disruption of current facility, which is very important for continuity of hospital operation flow. These 
modules are ordered as real manufactured products, with high level of quality control and warranty for 
all electronic systems they contain. This complex warranty is another benefit of such devices. Easier 
and integrated maintenance provided by modular manufacturer eliminates daily problems and reduces 
time for maintenance. The cost of maintenance, however, is not lower than in traditional construction 
(see part 3.1). 
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2.1. Relevance of the research topic and graduation project.

Scientific relevance. 

The topic of my graduation project, in a way, is quite practical. In a few words, I am willing to 
understand does modular solutions in hospital design and construction more economically feasible, 
or, simply speaking, cheaper, than traditional on-site construction process. Financial savings in mod-
ular construction in general, and in hospital development in particular, based on off-site methods, can 
make it more attractive for construction firms, contractors, developers, and, finally, for the end users. 
The huge increase of final quality of the completed building, based on inside production and assembly 
techniques, is another practical benefit of modular construction. Although previously mentioned as-
pects are quite practical, I believe my graduation project contains scientific relevance as well. One of 
the main components of modular and off-site construction methods is lean management, or, in other 
words, reduction of the resources along the life cycle of the building, from design to refurbishment (see 
part 2.2). Savings in materials, used in construction process, overheads, labour costs, while increasing 
the quality of the final product, is the crucial goal of modern construction industry
(source: Arup, Circular economy in the built environment report, 2016). In this regard, the famous 
moto of Miss van der Rohe, “Less is more”, becomes realy important and practical by applying mod-
ular construction process to construction industry. Circular economy, as the global concept, with lean 
management as a part of it,  is another scientific approach comes from my research (see part 2.1). 
The resources of our planet are limited, and with growing population of Earth, we need not only use 
its resources in the most effective and sustainable way, but rather re-use and recycle them in order to 
not throw away a lot of resources which might be used again. Modular construction, for sure, perfectly 
matches this global concept of circular economy and can bring added value to development of this 
philosophy, which becomes one of the main ones in XXI century (source: www.ellenmacarthurfounda-
tion.org). It is important to mention that in this research circular economy is considered as strategy to 
extend lifecycle of the building by possibility to convert it to other function and to re-use parts of mod-
ular building in different locations. Another part of it, re-use and re-cycle of materials, is also important 
component of circular economy, but this is not in  the light of this research. 

Societal relevance. 

Potential societal relevance of the research lies within the concept of circular economy men-
tioned in previous paragraph. Since circular economy, and lean management as part of it, has an aim 
to reduce the waste of resources during the production and life cycle process of the building, imple-
mentation and enlargement of modular construction technologies in construction industry might save 
energy, materials and labor resources, which can be used in other places. That is why this research is 
addressed to almost all target groups in our society. 

Utilisation relevance. 

This research aims to show economic benefits of modular construction. That is why, if these 
benefits will be clearly identified and presented, utilization, or, simply speaking, increase of the percent-
age of modular construction might take place in construction industry of particular region. Construction 
companies, developers as well as construction suppliers are direct agents of further implementation of 
modular 
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construction in general, and in hospital development in particular. Since this research demonstrates 
organizational processes which take place in factories for modular construction, organizational mod-
els for such business can be extracted by entrepreneurs from this research. Overall, demonstration 
of potentials of modular construction and its benefits in different fields (lean management, circular 
economy, higher quality, shorter construction period, etc.) will be a trigger for practical implementation 
of these technologies in construction sector of particular region, with participation of different players. 

2.2. Problem statement and research questions.

 As it was already stated in foreword and relevance of the research parts, the main research 
question and problem statement is:

To which extent are prefab solutions in healthcare design and construction 
processes are more economically feasible than traditional methods? 

In order to explain this statement, three sub-questions were formulated. They are

To what extent is prefab used in current situation in healthcare sector?

To what extent is enlarging the amount of prefab elements feasible considering the design 
and construction process? 

Which parts of the healthcare facilities are mostly suitable for implementation prefab solu-
tions in a cost-effective way?

2.3. Problem analysis.

 Flexibility of hospitals as a driver for modular construction.

 As it was stated in foreword, I am involved in the research and design of healthcare facilities 
and, particularly, hospitals, for 5 years already. One of the most important, novel and actual questions 
of modern hospital design is flexibility (source: Capolongo et al, 2012). Hospitals are quite techno-
logically-sensitive objects, and, consequently, the demand for new installations, new spaces and new 
facilities as well as changing and reorganization of the current ones is quite high. Figure 1.1 demon-
strates the speed of obsolescence of hospitals from medieval time till nowadays (source: Capolongo 
et al, 2012). Modern medical technologies are developed very fast and require new spatial layout from 
healthcare facilities. Flexibility definition can be explained as:  

Capacity of building to adapt to changing spatial, operational or usage demands whether in a 
short, medium or long term  (Capolongo et al, 2012). 
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Flexibility, then, is a reaction to the problem of quick obsolescence of hospital buildings, and the 
strategy to overcome it in effective and long-term way. 

 The concept of flexibility has several types and levels. There are 3 types of hospital flexibility: 

- Constant surface flexibility
- Variable surface flexibility
- Operational flexibility 

Constant surface flexibility includes the possibilities to change and to adapt the existing facilities 
(rooms, units or buildings) to the user needs within the boundaries of the building, which means that 
the initial floor area is constant. 
Variable surface flexibility, on the other hand, means that the initial floor area can be increased 
(or decreased) by adding additional parts to the existing building. These parts can be modular 
cantilevers which are hanging to the facade and increasing the floor area of the unit, or entire 
segment of the building which can be added to it in a modular or prefabricated way. The possibility 
of this type of flexibility should be designed in advance in order not to disturb the daily activities of 
entire hospital. 
Operational flexibility, the third type, is meaning to adapt one or another unit (or indidual room, or 
entire building) according to user’s  needs and demands as well as flexibile operational and technical 
services and easy access to them. Figure 2.2 illustrates all three flexibility types. 
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Figure 2.1. Periods of use of healthcare facilities (Source: Capolongo et al, 2012)

Figure 2.2 types of flexibility (Source: Author, 2016)
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In addition to three types there are four levels of flexibility in hospital design (Capolongo et al, 2012). 
The first level is individual room, which can be adaptable to the user’s needs. The second one is 
functional unit, which can be combined from the set of individual rooms and be able to accomodate 
any hospital department. Third one is a building level, in which different hospital departments can 
be accomodated in one building; they can be changed based on current demand or even converted 
into another function, such as offices or housing. Finally, the fourth level is a hospital complex level, 
which is combined from identical buildings and accomodates the entire hospital. Due to rapid changes 
in healthcare technologies the function of total complex can be changed from hospital to housing or 
office functions in case of proper applicability of flexibility concepts on the previous levels. Figure 2.3 
represents four levels of hospital flexibility.

 Types and levels, demonstrated in previous paragraph, have a direct link with primary, second-
ary and tertiary systems of the building in general, and hospital building in particular (see figure 2.4). 
Stephen Kendall, one of the key researchers and promoters of this vision of the built environment, 
invented this diagram in order to show the organization of the main systems of hospital building and 
the limits (or, maximum life spans) for each of them.

Primary structure is the main skeleton and structural frame of the hospital with lifespan of 50 - 60 years 
(source: Cor Wagenaar, 2006). Primary structure of the hospital mainly consists of structural skeleton 
with the usual span of 7.2 to 7.2 meters. There is an ongoing debate regarding the effectiveness of 
increasing the span of primary structure. The promoters of wider spans argue that this increases 
the flexibility within the floor and allows to adapt the building to the future needs more easily. The 
opponents of wide spans say that despite the fact that wider spans can facilitate the planning of one 
or another department within the floor, it brings much more technical and structural difficulties in reality. 

Figure 2.3 levels of flexibility (Source: Author, 2016)

Individual room Floor level Bulding level Hospital complex

Figure 2.4. Three systems of hospital flexibility (source: Kendall, S., 2005) 
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Structures with wider spans are more difficult for technical installations because any whole decreases 
the stability of the structure. Since the fact that hospital contains a lot of vertical communications and 
installations, which demand a lot of technical wholes and shafts, the increasing of the span in structural 
grid makes the installation of these communications difficult. That is why for the reasons of structural 
stability as well as for easier technical installations, the optimal span of structural grid in hospital 
usually equal to 7.2 x 7.2 meters. On the other hand, in recent years the structural grid of modern 
hospitals is slightly increasing 7.2 m span based on higher complexity of technical installations. In any 
case, the choice of one or another span for hospital structural grid is based on individual characteristic 
features of the project.

Secondary structure mainly includes installations and technical systems of the hospital, such as steam, 
ventilation, cooling, water, electrical lines, heating systems, ICT communications, etc. The lifespan of 
secondary structure is 15-20 years. Measures for increasing flexibility of secondary structure include: 

- Larger story heights in order to increase the amount of technical communications above the ceiling 
or under the floor

- All installations are located above the main corridors in order not to disturb different departments 
while maintenance process and to simplify it. 

- No bypassing of room units to reach other departments

Tertiary structure mainly includes finishings of interiors, lighting, furniture and other equipment. The 
use of prefabricated and standardized elements for finishing interior design can significantly increase 
flexibility and process of maintenance. Movable walls with fast fixing systems can significantly increase 
constant flexibility of the hospital by subdivision or unification of the space depends on current needs. 
Grouping of hospital departments by classes, such as ward cluster, emergency department, surgery 
block, etc gives possibility to change equipment and installations in particular department locally 
without disturbing other departments. The spatial needs of one or another cluster can be considered in 
advance and different supply can be provided in the design phase based on its special needs. Tertiary 
structure also includes micro-extensions, when territory of existing hospital can be adapted or modified 
within its current boundaries. 
Figure 1.5 summarizes all aspects of hospital flexibility by subdividing them into 4 levels, from entire 
hospital complex to individual room. 

 Modular construction as possible answer to demand for flexibility in hospitals.

 As it was shown in previous part, hospital building has clear functional division of its components, 
such as primary, secondary and tertiary structure. Together with types and levels of hospital flexibility, 
also described above, hospital building is considered as highly technological object with high demand 
level for flexibility. Modular  construction technologies, in this sense, can be one of the key strategies to 
deliver flexible solutions in hospitals, especially when it deals with relatively small extensions, such as 
add of one or two floors, or when temporary structure is needed, while permanent new hospital building 
will be completed next to it (source: Capolongo et al, 2012). That is why my Milan master thesis is done 
in a modular way and demonstrates design strategies for hospital flexibility applied to renovation of 
existing general hospital. This research deals with different types and levels of flexibility and combine 
maximum scenarios and strategies for flexible extension of the hospital complex (Moiseenko, I., 2016). 
Since ti was an architectural project, this work deals with spatial aspects of flexible hospital design 
and not with production, logistic and feasibility aspects of modular construction. McGraw&Hill annual 
report dedicated to prefabrication and modularization mentions healthcare construction sector as the 
leading one in applying of modular and prefab solutions (source: McGraw&Hill, 2011). Figure 1.6 
represents the current use of modular solutions in different typologies, and the highest level of their 
implementation is in healthcare sector.
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 Modular construction technologies is a growing construction 
sector in modern built environment (source: McGraw&Hill,2011). A lot 
of reports, books, articles and specialists clearly states that modular 
construction technologies are grow today in many building typologies. 
Highly technologically driven nature of the hospitals, together with their 
great demand for flexibility, or, simply speaking, for change of the layout 
during operational phase, as well as a lot of technical installations, 
whcih need to be maintained and changed properly - all these factors 
make hospital one of the most modular-oriented building typology. 

 
 Since the use of modular construction technologies in hospital 
development is a growing tendency, the question of its economic 
feasibility rises. Are modular solutions in hospital development really 
feasible? Which types of prefabrication and modularization in hospital 
development are mostly suitable from economical point of view? What 
are the other benefits and costs of modular hospital construction beside 
financial part? How it affects different phases of building life cycle (e.g., 
use and refurbishment phases)? All these questions were triggers to 
formulate my research questions described in the next part. 
 

Figure 2.5. Flexibility matrix of healthcare facility (source: Capolongo et al, 2012) 

Figure 2.6. Building sectors using modularization (source: McGraw&Hill,2011
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2.3. Final (intended) product of the research.

 The goal of this research is to figure out economic benefits of the modular 
construction in hospital development and possible savings during entire life cycle of the 
building based on it. That is why financial assessment of modular hospital construction 
system will be delivered. Since feasibility study is a broad topic, this research will be 
focused on the cost drivers of hospital modular construction. Which drivers increase 
financial effectiveness of modular construction and which reduce it, how different factors 
of modular construction process affect design phase and related phases of life cycle 
of modular hospital building when needed, what is the economical nature of modular 
building - these questions will be answered and translated into calculation and financial 
model, which will show the most important costs and benefits of modular construction 
process of the hospital in design phase. 

 The final (intended) product of the research is to figure out the possible savings in 
cost and time in modular construction comparing to traditional construction.

Figure 2.7. Factors of hybrid nature of my research (source: Author, 2016)
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2.4. Research design. Representation of the steps of the research.

 Rsearch design, according to Bryman (2012) is a framework for collection and 
analysis of data. This research will consist of two parts. The first part is deep and 
extensive literature study of current modular construction process in all of its aspects, in 
order to understand its nature. The second part of the research is empirical one, when all 
findings, facts, numbers, processes and data will be used in order to design calculation 
and financial assessment model of the cost drivers in modular hospital construction. 
Figure 2.10 demonstrates detailed steps and phasing of the entire research.

 Since modular construction process has the most complicated issues in design 
phase, when all benefits of the later phases need to be implemented and pre-planed,  
the main focus of my research is on design phase of the building life cycle. At the same 
time, as it was already stated above, other phases of modular building life cycle will be 
touched and studied during literature review phase as needed, in order to understand 
possible effects and savings during different phases of modular life span. It might be that 
higher costs in production phase will be compensated or mitigated by longer lifespan 
of the building, or, for instance, by possibility to reassemble modules several times in 
different locations, and, by doing this, to increase their payback, as it will be demonstrated 
in chapter 2. Figure 2.8 shows simplified conceptual model of the research. 

Figure 2.8. Conceptual model of the research (source: Author, 2016).
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Figure 2.9. Types of feasibility studies (source: Velamati, S., 2012, adopted by author, 2016).

 Feasibility analysis is a broad topic which includes different topics and covers different fields. 
Feasibility analysis is sensitive and highly depends on research field and particular topic. At the same 
time, there are general deffinitions of feasibility studies, which is going to be explained in this section. 
Cambridge dictionary defines economic feasibility as:

The degree to which the economic advantages of something to be made, done, or achieved are 
greater than the economic costs (Cambridge dictionary, 2017). 

In other words, feasibility analysis is weighting of costs and benefits of particular project before its 
execution in order to evaluate possible future effects. Kerzner (2006) explains feasibility study as

Considering technical aspects of conceptual alternatives and providing a firmer basis on which 
to decide whether to undertake the project.

Five fields of feasibility presented in figure 2.9 will be explained in this paragraph. 

Technical feasibility. Technical feasibility deals with resources required to execute the project under 
one or another scenario. The main resources in construction industry are building materials, resources 
such as electricity, water, labor resources, and others. This is what required in terms of supply to 
execute the project according to one or another scenario. 

Economic feasibility. Economic feasibility concept was explained in previous paragraph. It is the 
degree to which the economic advantages of something to be made, done, or achieved are greater 
than the economic costs (Cambridge dictionary, 2017). Costs and benefits of all resources required for 
the project (and identified in technical feasibility section) are evaluated here. The outcome of this part 
of feasibility study, then, is to understand economic benefits of the potential project. 

Legal feasibility. Legal feasibility investigates all formal and legal aspects of the potential project. 
Whether the execution of the project and all related things are in line with local codes, laws and 
regulations, this is the matter of legal feasibility study. The law consequences of different scenarios for 
the projects and their evaluation is also task of legal feasibility study.

Operational feasibility. Operational feasibility mainly evaluates structure of company organization 
and suitability of this structure for execution of particular project. Horizontal or vertical structure of
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the company, flow of information and human resources, implementation of different technologies 
important for particular project - all these things are investigated by operational feasibility study. In 
other words, the suitability of particular company for execution of particular project is a matter for 
operational study research. In modular construction the organization process of modular factory is 
crucial thing. Factory layout affects its capacity, number of workers, automatization level and related 
investments and other parameters (see chapter 5 for more details). Earlier involvement of stakeholders 
in design phase is another very important aspect of modular construction (see chapter 4 for details). 
That is why operational feasibility study needs to identify the most suitable company which can execute 
the particular project, and / or investigate potential ways to change the structure and organization of 
particular company to adapt it for making a project. 

Schedule feasibility. Schedule feasibility deals with time schedule and time resources required and 
available for particular project. Does the company have enough time to do this project? Does the 
time evaluated for this project is really sufficient to do it properly? These questions are investigated 
under schedule feasibility part. It is important to distinguish and to understand the difference between 
operational and schedule feasibility. While operational feasibility investigates whole management 
structure of the company and adapts it for particular project, schedule feasibility evaluates just time 
aspects of the project. If time required for project execution does not correlated with company’s schedule, 
this is a matter of schedule feasibility analysis. Both operational and schedule feasibility need to be 
assessed together, since structure of the company affects its time resources and vice versa. 

  

One way or another. 

 It is important to mention that initial strategy of this research was to choose one real case study 
of modular hospital project and to analyze its financial and economic costs and benefits, or, simply 
speaking, to make a financial assessment of this project. During the preparation of P1 and P2 reports 
and collection of data it became clear that to gather financial information from real cases is quite difficult, 
since no one firm is willing to reveal the actual financial data of their construction projects. Part 2.5 
represents questionnaires and interviews conducted to different stakeholders involved in construction 
process and in hospital development in particular (architects, manufacturers, theoreticians) but none 
of them agreed to reveal any real case study for deep and sufficient research. 
 For these reasons the strategy of the research was changed. The final strategy consists of 
two main phases. First phase is to deeply analyze current processes, costs and benefits of modular 
construction not only in hospital sector, but also in others (based on availability of data). Second 
phase is to apply all findings from literature review in order to design financial and assessment model 
of the cost drivers of modular hospital construction in three main phases - design, construction and 
maintenance. Since my Milan case was designed in a modular way, the standard module from this 
project will be deeply analyzed in order to test its financial feasibility comparing to conventional 
construction. Because of Milan design project was done with the notion of production and construction 
processes in modular construction, it is relevant to test my financial model by taking part of Milan 
design. At the same time, possible changes (or, recommendations) in design can take place based 
on financial and economic reasons and findings. Cases and information from interviews with different 
stakeholders will be used as well during development of cost drivers’ financial model. Overall, an 
indicative model, which demonstrates economical side-effects of different level of prefabrication in 
modular design will be delivered. This model will include different indicators which affect the feasibility 
of modular solutions on different levels of prefabrication. Different components of modular hospital 
system will be considered.
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Timeline of the project development. From P1 to P5. 
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Chapter 3.

RESULTS OF LITERATURE SURVEY.
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 The literature survey phase was represented in all details in P2 report. This chapter will briefly 
summarize the results of literature survey and explain theoretical findings which became a basis for 
empirical part of the research.

3.1. Lean management and circular economy are main components of modular production.

 The concept and philosophy of lean management is one of the most important ones in modular 
construction. Two main important points are placed here. First one is mass production philosophy which 
allows to produce factory-based manufactured product with all benefits accompanied by production 
flow and conveyor assembly technologies. These benefits are quality control along the entire building 
life cycle, independence from weather conditions, fixed and predictable production time, interchange 
of the components of the module between different design products, economy of scale principles. 
Second one is highly customizable layout of the produced modules which can be changed based on 
pre-designed layout and finishing schemes of the module. Together, these two concepts provide highly 
flexible, customized and at the same time mass product based on the scalable economy.

 Second benefit which comes out from lean management concept is  maintenance of the mod-
ular building during entire life cycle. Modular manufacturer provides a warranty for his final product 
and takes all maintenance costs along the warranty period. Since modular producer usually has all 
required certificates for his modular components, he can maintain the building on the scheduled basis 
with the special crew who knows all aspects of the particular object. Figure 3.1 represents warranty 
system provided by Secisui Heim Japanese modular producer.

 
Third outcome of lean management concept incorporated into modular production process is recy-
cling of materials and components (source: Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015). Fac-
tory-based and oriented manufacturing process allows to re-use and re-cycle up to 95 % of materials 
and components used in modular construction. This fact comes from fixed and controlled production 
flow, detailed design phase of the project and knowing of all the elements required for the assembly 
of the module. Re-use and re-cycle of the majority of materials used in modular production allows to 
implement new types of modules in production without inventing any new details and parts since the 
same components can be used in new versions. Moreover, recycled materials can be sold to external 
parties and make a profit for a modular company (Mark van de Ven interview, appendix 15). Probably 
the most important factor related with lean management in modular construction is great reduction of 
the waste produced by construction industry. According to Arup, 40 % of global waste is produced by 
construction industry.(Arup, Circular economy in the built environment report, 2016).Modular construc-
tion almost eliminates this problem based on re-cycling process implemented in modular production. 
Factory-based construction environment controls and counts all materials which are in and out in pro-
duction process. This makes modular production clean and really sustainable construction method. 
Figure 3.2 below shows this concept realized in Secisui Heim factories in Japan.

Figure3.1.  Warranty system of Secisui Heim (source: wwwsecisuiheim.com)
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Figure 3.2. Sekisui Heim Reuse System House (source: http://www.sekisuichemical.com, 2016)

 Fourth aspect of lean management related with reduction of waste and saving resources is 
extension of module’s life-cycle by factory inspection and refurbishment process. Figure 3.2 above de-
scribes refurbishment process in Secisui Heim. After being used modules are sent back to the factory 
for detailed inspection and possible refurbishment which takes place based on pre-designed layouts 
with Interchangeable elements. Factory-based quality inspection makes further use reliable and safely. 
By applying this practice modules can be in stock for 30 years and even more (Mark van de Ven inter-
view, appendix 15). Refurbishment process done in this way, again, reduces the amount of waste and 
makes re-development and installations of the modules on site quick, clean and safely process. 

3.2. Factory production chain in modular construction. Japan case study.

 Japan modular housing industry was selected as a case study for the literature survey based 
on high level of development of this technology in the country. Conveyor-based manufacture process, 
TAKT time and production flow, Just-In-Time concept and many other modern principles of factory pro-
duced buildings were invented and used in Japan (Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015). 
The large number of Japanese modular factories were studied during literature survey. The character 
and nature of different production layouts were identified. The two main of them are static and linear 
ones. The first one is organized around the module, when different components are added to the frame 
by crew while module is in place. Second one is based on conveyor layout, when module is moved 
long the conveyor strip and different components are settled to it. Static factory layout is mainly used in 
a small scale factories while linear one is usual for large scale factories. Figure 3.3 below shows typical 
linear organization of modular factory.

 Combination of mass industry and economy of scale with individual and customuzed product
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is gained by organization of factory layout. The same conveyor production line can make different prod-
ucts. Mark van den Ven states that each production automated line of De Meeuw can produce up to 3 
different modules at the same time (Mark van de Ven interview, appendix 15). 

 Integration of modern technologies and installations into modular houses and other modular 
typologies is current trend in Japan modular manufacturing. Toyota Home, Sekisui Heim and other 
modular producers actively integrate electronic and wireless technologies in their modules in order 
to make it interactive. Hospital, in this way, is really good candidate for modular construction, based 
on high level of installations, systems and devices. Patient assistance technologies, remote control of 
in-patient ward environment, health-checking systems and others - all of them can be integrated into 
module while designed and produced. This aspect makes factory-based hospital units are extremely 
suitable.

 An important success factor of Japan modular building industry is inclusiveness of great num-
ber of industries and suppliers into supply and production process. Figure 3.4 represents circle of 
companies and industries involved in modular production. Such large cooperation allows to make state 
of the art products and always attract innovations from different fields. Economy of scale is definitely 
grows from this cooperation and allows to interchange the elements and technologies between them.

Figure 3.3. Linear (conveyor) organisation of modular factory  (source: http://www.sekisuichemical.

Figure 3.4. Cooperation between  prefab housing industry and other industries in Japan 
(source: Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015) 
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3.3. What does it cost to produce modular building and what are the savings comparing to 
conventional construction?

 The aim of the empirical part of this research which will be explained starting from next chapter 
is to compare design, construction and use costs of modular and conventional hospital building. Here, 
in literature survey summary part, the main cost distributions of different aspects of modular construc-
tion are summarized and explained. 

 Figure 3.5 below demonstrates breakdown of costs in modular and site-intensive construction 
process. The main difference here is in site-related activities and in site personnel costs, in particular. 
While site personnel costs are 40% from entire construction costs in conventional process, in modular 
one they are only 15% plus another 15% for factory personnel costs, which is still 10% lower than 
conventional building techniques.  

The summary of savings in modular construction comparing to traditional building techniques are ex-
plained in figure 3.6 below. The total savings are varied between 11 and 19 % (Lawson, M., Ogden, R, 
Goodier, C., 2015). The potential risks in different phases of development process in different building 
methods are shown in figure x. The main risks in modular variant take place in early phases, which 
is result of higher coordination and interaction demand for all parties involved. In later construction 
phases, however, the risks are mitigated based on coordination of the processes done earlier. In tradi-
tional construction the picture is reversed. Final design decisions can be made even at the beginning 
of construction phase, while the majority of risks come during execution period.

Figure 3.5. Comparison of breakdown of costs in on-site and modular construction.
(source: Lawson, M et al, Design in modular construction, 2014)

Figure 3.7. SUmmary of financial savings of modular construction 
Source: Lawson, M et al, Design in modular construction, p. 242 (2014)
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Figure 3.8. Comparison of risks in different types of construction
(source: Lawson, M et al, Design in modular construction, 2014)
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Chapter 4.

DESIGN PHASE.
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Introduction. Design it! 

 
 Modular construction is not a panacea for every construction project. This technique has its 
own limitations and advantages which need to be considered in each particular case. This chapter 
will explore limitations in modular design, advantages of modules in design phase of building devel-
opment process and differences in design between modular and on-site construction. 

 Design process of modular building requires deep involvement of all related parties and 
stakeholders since the beginning of the schematic design stage (Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 
2015). This is not just formal statement, but crucial necessity, because the robustness and benefits 
of later stages in modular development can be gone without this coordination.

4.1. Off-site or on-site? Guide lines for modular design. 
 
 Design phase in modular construction is characterized by detailed planning from a very begin-
ning stage (Davidson et al, 2006). Based on the questions related to connections between indepen-
dent modules, their maximum dimensions, structural grid related to operational nature of the module, 
etc, all these technical considerations should be taken into account from the conceptual building 
design. 

 Mass repetition of the elements in modular construction and their interoperability  does not 
necessarily mean uniform and monotonous architectural perception of the final building. Modular 
buildings, historically, have a bad perception from the public based on low material and finishings 
quality as well as on temporary character of these buildings (Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 
2015). Today modern technologies and materials allow to design and construct modular buildings 
with high quality which even higher than traditional building technologies. 

 The main design principles of modular building are listed below.

Decide whether four-sided modules satisfy the spatial and functional requirements, or whether 
open-sided modules are required to achieve more effective space use. 

• Design the building layout to achieve as much repetition as possible in the size and fit-out of the 
modules. The load-bearing capacity of the modular structure can be varied while maintaining the 
same external geometry. 

• Choose the module size to be compatible with transport, local access, and installation con straints. 
For transportation, the maximum mod ule width is typically 4.2 m, but the module length can be up to 
16 m

• Decide how the building may be stabilized by using the group of modules alone, or in combination 
with additional bracing, or for high-rise buildings, by a concrete or braced steel core. 

• Pre-fit the services and equipment within the modules and decide how these services are ac-
cessed from the outside of the modules, and how they are distributed through the building. 

• Consider the fire safety strategy and effective fire compartmentation provided by a group of mod-
ules. Modules with two layers of plasterboard achieve 90 min of fire resistance. 

• Consider the cladding system to be used and how it may be connected to the modules. Decide 
whether the joints between the modules are to be emphasized or hidden as part of the architectural 
concept. The plan forms that may be considered at the concept design stage of modular buildings 
fall into well-defined types, which are described as follows.
(Based on Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 2015)
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4.2. Open-side modules vs 4-side closed modules.

 The most common type of the module is 4-sided rectangular module (see figure 4.4). 4-sid-
ed modules are used in corridor buildings and may be combined with structural core, or can create 
stand-alone structure (Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 2015). 4-sided modules are highly sus-
tainable against wind and general loads. 4-sided modules are mostly used in those architectural 
typologies such as hotels and student accommodation. Hospitals are suitable for 4-sided modules 
as well, but based on flexibility demand open-side modules are necessary.  For example, in-patient 
wards can be transformed into individual or multi-stay rooms by using internal partition walls (see 
figure 4.2). In order to stay away from narrow corridors the internal space of hospital building uses 
open-sided modules to provide flexible  layout for support facilities and common in-patient areas 
(Capolongo et al, 2012). 

Open-sided modules are also  suitable for 
surgery rooms which have most common 
internal dimensions of 7,8 to 7,8 meters 
(Capolongo et al, 2012). Intensive care 
unit also requires wide internal space as 
well possibility to divide it into two sep-
arated zones. Entrance zones and lob-
bies also require open-sided modules to 
accommodate all necessarily facilities. 
Based on flexibility concept, all modules 
on the floor can be done in open-sided 
way to provide operational flexible layout 
for the future, but this decision should be 
discussed for particular project in collab-
oration with caregivers, since it could be 
unnecessarily to do it for particular hospi-
tal floor or an entire project. 

Figure 4.1. 4-sided and open-side modular systems (source: Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 

Figure 4.2.  2 Open-side modules are used in in-patient ward to provide flexible layout (source: Author, 2016)

3.9 m 3.9 m
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Figure 4.4.  4-sided, partially open-sided and open-sided modules (source:  Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, 
C., 2015

 4-sided modules can have a length up to 16 meters long, while open-sided modules require 
deeper main horizontal beams and can be up to 12 meters long (Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 
2015). My particular case (Milan) has length of the module 7,8 meters, and consequently, allowed for 
both open-sided and 4-sided modules. 

 The main difference between 4-sided and open-sided modules is the maximum load they 
might pertain, and, consequently, the maximum height and span of the building. Table 4.3 below rep-
resents main differences and limits of both open-sided and 4-side modules. 

Parameter

Flexibility (max united space) 3,9 x 16 m 3,9 x 16 m

16 m 16 m 12 m

65 - 100 mm

3,6 m 3,5 m 3,5 m

100 mm
with additional 

bracing

100 mm
with additional 

bracing
2 - 25 floors (com-

bined with concrete or 
steel core)

up to 10 floors6 -10 floors

300 - 450 mm

70 - 100 mm 70 - 100 mm 100 - 160 mm

300 - 450 mm 600 - 800 mm

150 - 200 mm 300 - 450 mm300 - 450 mm

12 x 12 m

Max length

Depth of main horizon. beams

Depth of combined floor and 
ceiling

Crossection of main columns

Thikness of longitudial walls

Max height of the building

Max height of the module

4-sided modules Open-sided modulesPartially open-
sided modules

Table 4.3.  4-sided, partially open-sided and open-sided modules (source:  Author, 2017)
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Figure 4.5.  Hospital departments which require open-sided modules:
Intensive care unit, in-patient ward, public spaces, surgery rooms (source: Author, 2016)

4.3. Height of modular buildings.

 Height of modular buildings depends on type of the module chosen for particular project (see 
table 4.3 in previous section). Building can be a combination of 4-sided and open-sided modules 
as well. Table 4.6 below demonstrates minimum number of modules in the entire building to provide 
structural stability. 

Building height (N of storeys)

N = 3 5

7

9

11

12

12 Yes

Possibly (in stair or elevator core)

Possibly

No

No

No

N = 4

N = 5

N = 6

N = 7

N = 8 and higher

Min N of modules
along front facade

Separate stabilising system 
required

Table 4.6.  Min number of modules in a building and requirement of stabilising system (source: Lawson, M., 
Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 2015)

 It is important to mention that both 4-sided and open-sided modules described here are 
load-bearing modules. Non load-bearing modules are used in modular construction as well, but they 
require additional support structure, or podium, which reduces an effectiveness of modular construc-
tion, especially time and site preparation parts. Support structure may also complicate the assembly 
process. Figure 4.8 shows an example of modular building with support structure. 
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Figure 4.7.  Most common dimentions in modular design and partially open-sided modules
(source: Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 2015)

Figure 4.8.  Modular construction with support structure and podium structure (source: Lawson, M., Ogden, R, 
Goodier, C., 2015)

 Going back to typology of the modules (4-sided, partially-opened and open-sided), it is im-
portant to mention that last two are mostly common in hospital modular construction. Since the num-
ber of hospital departments (MRI, surgery rooms, multi-patient wards, intensive care units, radiology 
departments, etc) require wider spans for equipment installations and operational flexibility, partially 
open-sided and open-sided modules are most suitable solution in hospital construction. 
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 General factors that influence the dimensions of modular building can be summarized as fol-
lows:

   Building form, as influenced by its requirements for access, circulation, and 
   communal space

   Planning grid for internal fitments, such as kitchen units

   Transportation requirements, including access and installation (see earlier) 

   Alignment with external dimensions of cladding, e.g., brick dimensions 

   Efficient utilization of space, which influences the floor and wall widths

(based on Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 2015)

 Detailed design plans of the buildings, and especially hospital buildings, have a uniform grid 
to facilitate the design process and to unify the layout (Capolongo et al, 2012). In modular construc-
tion this grid is even more important, since all dimensions follow this general size system. The most 
common planning grid dimensions for different building types are:

Offices: 1500 mm 

Hospitals / schools:  1200 mm and 600 mm

Housing:  600 mm

(based on Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 2015)

 In modular design, especially in case of high installation density, planning grid can be reduced 
to 300 mm. This cell for general grid is based on big number of support equipment, such as fittings, 
connections, pipes for medical gases, etc, which need high level of detail. De Meeuw company, spe-
cialized in modular consruction in Netherlands, uses 300 mm x 300 mm general grid while prepare 
design layout for modular building (De Meeuw interview, 2016, appendix 15 ). Figure 4.9 represents 
planning grid of 1200 x 1200 mm in my Milan case study. 

4.4. Dimentions for planning of modular buildings. 

Figure 4.9.  
Planning grid of 1200 x 1200 mm in in-patient 

ward (source: Author, 2016)
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4.5. Characteristic features of design of modular building. 

 
Procurement process. 

  The first and foremost requirement to design documentation when modular construction 
takes place is collaboration between designers, suppliers and manufacturers (Sean McGovan, 2014). 
Each module comes to construction site up to 95% of completeness, which means that technical in-
stallations (pipes, gases, fittings, lights, electrics, etc.) are already in there. Procurement process, in 
general, is different for custom-designed products and for ready-made ones. That is why final design 
layout in modular construction should incorporate all necessary technical equipment and take into 
account all pre-requisites, which requires deep collaboration between architect, modular manufacturer, 
medical supplier, caregivers and  contractors. Next paragraph describes main types of procurement 
suitable in modular construction and analyze costs and benefits for each of them. 

 Design-bid-build. 

 Design-bid-build is a conventional procurement method when project is designed by an archi-
tect and then bid among competing builders. In this method, an architect produces bid documents 
which are then bid by a qualified general contractor who will select a subcontractor to provide the 
modular components. The owner can bid the site and modular components separately. If this route is 
chosen, construction management services are recommended, and extra care must be taken in defi-
nition of the separate scopes (Garrison, J., Tweedie, A., 2008). Figure x represents this conventional 
method. 

Design-bid-build method is used in many traditional construction projects, but it is not suitable for 
modular construction. This method does not take into account all advantages of collaboration, com-
plex and in-parallel off-site production and on-site preparation activities, which are one of the main 
benefits of modular construction lead to time savings. 

 Based on complex nature of design documentation in modular construction, one of three 
following bid schemes are used:

Figure 4.10.  Dsign-bid-build procurement scheme (source: Garrison, J., Tweedie, A., 2008)
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 Design using a manufacturer’s standard system:

   Limits the competitive options for bidding
   Expedites the design process

 Design using a performance-based or prototypical system:

 Less architectural control of final product
 Additional design work will be required after the manufacturer is selected
 Less certainty of cost early in the design process

 Design and engineer a custom modular system:

 Severely limits the number of manufacturers interested in bidding
 Additional burden on the design process
 Maximum design flexibility
 Increased cost

 Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)

 With this type of procurement  client and architect hired by him select a 
modular manufacturer or general contractor who joins to modular manufacturer at the beginning of 
design process. After selection of modular manufacturer two approaches can take place:

 The modular manufacturer can provide general contracting directly or through a 
general contractor hired by the modular manufacturer This provides single-point procurement.

 A general contractor can be selected through design bid-build procurement.
The modular manufacturer or manufacturers are specified as a precondition of the contract. Specify-
ing the modular manufacturer is similar to specifying a group of qualified manufacturers for any other 
typical building product (Garrison, J., Tweedie, A., 2008). 

 Integrated Project Delivery allows maximum collaboration between architect, client and mod-
ular manufacturer. All manufacturer capabilities can be incorporated into design. Figure x demon-
strates procurement scheme for IPD type. IPD procurement procedure allows to bring all contractors 
and sub-contractors (if necessary) to the decision table during design phase as early as possible. 
This move allows, in its own turn, to solve all questions in early design phase, which results in time 
savings during production and construction phase. 
 

Figure 4.11.  Integrated bid procurement scheme (source: Garrison, J., Tweedie, A., 2008)
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 Design-build. 
 In design-build client enters to single contract with modular manufacturer to provide partial of 
full design servicess in addition to construction services. Design-builid procurement has two types:

 Traditional design-build

 Modular manufacturer provides in-house deisgn services or retains an architect’s services. 

 Design-build with bridging documents

 Architect makes initial design documentation, which is sent, then, to modular manufacturer, 
who finalizes design and construction documents. Figure 4.12 represents both types of design-build 
procurement. 

 Strategic partnering.

 This procurement method is used when the number of construction projects is going to be 
done, and when the nature of these projects are highly repetitive. In this case client employs modular 
manufacturer for multiple projects. Figure x demonstrates this scheme. 

Figure 4.12.  Design-build procurement scheme (source: Garrison, J., Tweedie, A., 2008)

Figure 4.13.  Strategic partnering procurement scheme (source: Garrison, J., Tweedie, A., 2008)
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 Based on review of procurement construction methods it is possible to state that IPD (Integra-
tive Project Delivery) is the proper choice in design phase of modular construction based on early 
decision making and integration of all players during design phase. Figure 4.14 shows three main 
types of procurement in construction projects. 

Figure 4.14.  Design Bid Build, Design Build and IPD procurement (source: Prefab Architecture, Timberlake, 
J., 2010)

Integrative design.

Figure 4.15.  Design Bid Build vs Integrated Project Delivery over time (source: Prefab Architecture, Timber-
lake, J., 2010)

IPD was established in 2007, when American Institute of Architects (AIA) published two IPD families: 
Transitional AIA A295, built on construction management at risk model, and single purpose entity 
(SPE). IPD realizes a concept of “relational contracting”, when parties create an organization and 
agree to share risks and with collective and collaborative decision making (source:Timberlake, J., 
2010). One of the main benefits of such a team playing is that each party is interested in final result, 
because if one earns a profit, others earn it as well. 

 The main philosophical difference between AIA and SPE is that in first one architect is simply a 
formal regulator, and his role is quite diminished. In SPE architect is more client’s consultant and has 
more power in decision making process. IPD contracts also allow to share an information between 
architect and other parties (manufacturers, sub-contractors, etc), which is a problem in traditional con-
tracts. 

 MacLeamy curve, presented on the next page, illustrates the concept of making decisions ear-
lier in design phase in IPD procurement procedure. The risks to make changes in this phase are min-
imized, while positive outcomes for final product are maximized. 
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The project flow from predesign to closeout in an integrated delivery is different from the traditional 
method in that it does not use the conventions of SD, DD, and CD which tend to create work flow bar-
riers. These phases of a traditional design process do not encourage collaboration. IPD suggests the 
identification of project goals early, so that decisions regarding production methods are considered 
from the beginning. The “what,” “who,” and “how” are integral to the design process and involve not only 
owner and architect, but also contractor and key subcontractors such as prefabricators who will have 
a major stake in the project delivery. In an integrated delivery, documents are simply an extension of 
early decisions regarding the “how”—shortening the overall time of design delivery. In a prefabrication 
project, they may take the form of bridging documents, allowing the fabricator to develop elements of 
the package for construction. Early participation of regulatory agencies, subcontractors, and fabricators 
allows shortening of the agency review and buyout phases. Because the project is coordinated to a 
high degree before the construction phase begins, offsite fabrication and onsite assembly are more effi 
cient and provide a shorter construction period (Prefab Architecture, Timberlake, J., 2010). 
 

Figure 4.16  MacLeamy curve (source: Prefab Architecture, Timberlake, J., 2010)

Figure x.  Who, What and How in traditional and IPD contracts (source: Prefab Architecture, Timberlake, J., 
2010)

Traditional procurement has vertical and hierarchical information flow, which limit process flexibility. 
IPD contracts have horizontal organization, allowing information exchange across stakeholders. 
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Figure 4.17  Information flow in traditional and IPD contracts (source: Prefab Architecture, Timberlake, J., 2010)

4.6. Duration of the design phase of modular construction.

 
 Duration of design phase in modular construction highly depends on standardization of par-
ticular project. Standardized projects proposed by modular manufacturer and based on standard 
dimensional grid (i.e., 300 x 300 mm) can take much less time, while customized design can take 
much more time than average design process in on-site construction.

Figure x. Comparison of the duration for 2 projects, from schematic design to completion. (source: Prefab Ar-
chitecture, Timberlake, J., 2010)

Figure 4.18.  Time savings in modular and traditional construction based on in-parallel design and 
construction process (source: Prefab Architecture, Timberlake, J., 2010)
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 Figure 4.18 demonstrates comparison of overall construction schedule for modular and tra-
ditional construction of two comparable projects. In on-site version design takes 6 months, while in 
modular one only 4 months. It is important to notice that first two design phases, schematic design and 
design development, are equal in both schemes, while construction design takes only 50% time from 
on-site variant in modular schedule. This time saving is based on pre-designed, standardized solutions 
which can be used in design phase. In this case, conceptual design takes the same time as in on-site 
construction, but then the detailed construction drawings are based on pre-designed structural grid 
and other standard parts, which reduce final design stage. 

 De Meeuw company, for example, proposes the standardized design schemes to the clients, 
which is based on 300 mm structural grid, and simplifies design of different engineering systems (De 
Meeuw interview, 2016, appendix 15).  

 It is also important that major time savings in modular construction are done in production and 
construction phase, when on-site works (such as foundations, site preparation, etc.) are going in-paral-
lel with off-site fabrication of modules, which gives up to 60% time savings in overall process (Timber-
lake, J, 2010). Modular building institute report also mentions that the sufficient time savings take place 
in construction phase (Smith, R.E. et al, 2015). In design phase, even in case of highly standardized 
scheme, there are many nuances related with left and right-hang modules and other individual char-
acteristics of local placement and assembly. 

 
It is difficult to get “an average” per cent of time savings in modular design phase, since every proj-
ect has its own specialities. Client can be satisfied with fully pre-designed existing solutions which 
already designed by manufacturer company. In this case, design phase can be even eliminated from 
the process. In case of customized design, design phase can take the same, or even longer time than 
traditional design stage. It is possible to state that the main time savings in design phase of modular 
construction come from final detailed design period, when standard solutions (i.e. structural grid, MEP 
systems, etc.) can be used regardless of the level of customization of conceptual design. Next part of 
the chapter will explain these possible savings.  

4.7. BIM as a solution for complicated design in modular buildings. 

 The complex, integrated nature and decision making environment in design of modular build-
ings were presented in previous paragraphs. An integration and collaboration between architect, client, 
contractor and modular manufacturer is obligatory for successful delivery of detailed design. The most 
state of the art instrument to solve complex nature of design in modular construction is BIM, building 
information modeling. The abilities of BIM to provide collaborative and streaming environment through-
out design team is describbed in this part of the chapter. 

Figure 4.19. Duration of design phase of 10 different modular projects (source: Smith, R.E. et al, 2015)
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 Precision matters.

 Design in modular building requires high accuracy and development of many MEP systems 
at the same time. For these reasons to design 3d informational model of modular building is quite 
important, and allows to ingrate all systems in a correct way. Figure 4.20 represents typical conflict in 
structural and MEP geometry during design in Revit Architecture software, when HVAC services cross 
structural elements. Unified BIM environment allows to integrate all pieces of information from parties 
(architect, contractor, modular manufacturer) into one 3d model 

 

 Collective work matters.

 Based on horizontal and integrative information flows in design phase of modular building (see 
section 1.4 of this chapter) it is extremely important for all parties to have an access to BIM molde on 
the regular basis. Function of collective work in Revit Architecture software allows for different design 
specialists (architects, engineers, manufactures) to work in the same 3d model in real time from dif-
ferent places, and to put their own part in entire design. All conflicts between different elements (see 
picture above) are visible in early design stage and can be dismantled (source: Nadtochy, A., 2016). 
Collective work function allows to combine in-house resources and external consultants. It means that 
depends on the project requirements particular design team can be combined solely by architects, 
modular manufacturers or general contractor, or, in case of project complexity, different specialists can 
work in the same virtual BIM model from different offices. Last variant is deffinitely a case of modular 
design, when different systems should be designed and tested all together. 
 

Figure 4.20.  Ductwork conflicts in BIM 3d model (source: Lu, N., Korman, T., 2010)

 Cost of design mistakes.

 As it was explained in section 1.5 (procurement process) earlier design involvement of all re-
lated stakeholders and their contribution to overall design model lead to highlighting mistakes and 
discrepancy between different parts and systems. Anton Nadtochy, head of Atrium architectural studio 
(Moscow), one of the leading design bureaus using BIM technologies in Russia, states that BIM does 
not reduce the overall time for design a building, but allows to identify mistakes as early as possible 
based on 3d geometry of all objects installed in common BIM model (Nadtochy, A., 2016).It is important 
to stress the point that modern BIM technologies cannot simulate compatibility of different engineering 
systems designed in the building, but can only figure out geometrical discrepancy and mismatching of 
different building components, such as ductworks illustrated on previous page. 

 In-house design vs external specialists.

 BIM design process allows to combine in-house resources of the company with external con-
sulting. Since all changes can be added to 3d model in real time and in remote (on-line) access, the 
decision whether or not external consultants are required can be done in any time of design process. 
BIM model can be demonstrated to external specialists to solve particular questions while the ma
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jority of design can be done by architect or modular manufacturer. Once again, BIM  way of design 
allows to add new information from different sources and specialists in real time and in earlier design 
phases.  

 Automation matters.

 Although BIM as a technology is not a magic, and cannot reduce design time dramatically, it 
can eliminate some routeneous activities in later design stages (source: Nadtochy, A., 2016). For ex-
ample, all specifications can be created automatically based on the properties of components of 3d 
BIM architectural model. These specifications are issued according to local requirements and codes, 
and can be reassembled automatically, if another layout is needed. This automatization in detailed 
design phase allows redirect resources of design team to initial and schematic design, when archi-
tectural quality of the building is just emerged and it is important to test different variants to find the 
best solution for spatial and architectural quality. 

Figure 4.21.  Structural, architectural and MEP BIM models of the building
 (source: Lu, N., Korman, T., 2010)

 BIM design technology can redistribute time for different activities within design process. In 
traditional design phase 55% of the time is spent on final construction documentation and only 15% 
on initial conceptual planning. BIM software allows to increase the first conceptual planning up to 
25%, and to reduce time for issuing construction drawings till 40%, based on automatization nature 
of making design specifications. Figure 4.24 and 4.25 illustrate this trend. Tis fact leads to higher 
involvement of architect in initial design phase and helps to dedicate additional time and resources to 
spatial planning which is quite important in final product. 

 Another aspect of BIM is relatively newness of this technology in construction sector. First 
of all, libraries of design elements, or families, as they called in Revit, are not spread in the market, 
which requires to design and develop these elements (i.e., doors, windows, furniture, etc) from zero 
level, which takes a lot of time and additional work from architects. Another aspect is qualified de-
signers able to work in BIM and the price for legal software. Anton Nadtochy says that it took from 2 
to 4 years for his studio to change the entire design platform from CAD to BIM (Nadtochy, A., 2016). 
Since it is integrative technology, it is not only architects who need to study it, but also structural engi-
neers, technologists, etc. 

 BIM technology also requires new job position in design office, called BIM manager, who is 
responsible for coordination of all design aspects in BIM model during design phase. This results in 
higher design fees. 
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Activities distribution in design phase of on-site construction

Schematic 
design

30 %
Design development

55 %
Construction documents

Figure 4.22.  Distribution of design stages in design phase in traditional construction
 (source: Prefab Architecture, Timberlake, J., 2010)

15 %

Activities distribution in design phase of modular construction

Figure 4.25.  Distribution of design stages in design phase in modular construction
 (source: Prefab Architecture, Timberlake, J., 2010)
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Figure 4.23.  Distribution of design stages in design phase in modular construction
 (source: Prefab Architecture, Timberlake, J., 2010)
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Figure 4.24.  Distribution of design stages in design phase in traditional construction
 (source: Prefab Architecture, Timberlake, J., 2010)
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Sub-conclusion for section 4.7

  It is hardly to say that BIM method of design can significantly reduce overall time of design 
phase. While higher automatization of BIM technologies (i.e., Revit Architecture) allows to spend 
less time for final design documentation, the amount of work needs to be done is still comparable to 
traditional design phase. Placement of all HVAC, MEP and other systems requires collective decision 
making and checking of geometrical compatibility. Precence of standard BIM libraries for different 
elements (or, families) can reduce the overall design time, but it is not a significant reduction. 

 The conclusion of design phase of modular construction can be made that possible savings 
in design phase of modular construction can be done based on BIM technologies, which safe time 
in detailed design phase up to 15%, compared to conventional design. Table below resumes this 
statement. Cost savings in modular construction can be 3 to 4 per cent , comparing to conventional 
design process, since the majority of design tasks are done by modular manufacturer, and not by 
architect, while the last one is still involved as a coordinator of the process (see part “Procurement 
process” of this chapter) (Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 2015). 

Conclusion of chapter 4.

Parameter Modular construction

Time savings
85 - 20 % from 

conventional design

3 - 4 % from entire 
construction budget

6 - 8 % from entire 
construction budget

100 % 15 - 80 %

50 %Cost savings

Conventional construction Savings, %
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE.
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Introduction.

 This chapter will explain the main aspects fo production and construction process in modu-
lar manufacture. The first paragraph describes factory organization and construction process of the 
module as well as investments necessary to set up modular factory. Second part explains savings 
based on lean management concept, the main benefit of modular production process. Third part 
deals with materials and components required for production of one module with useful area of 28,6 
sq m. Next paragraph represents the amount of workers and related labor operations, which should 
be done to produce one module in a factory. Last two parts, transportation and on-site works, explain 
on-site assembly of the modules into united building. 

 Each part of the chapter focuses on different aspects of modular construction process, while 
its results are compared to conventional site construction based on literature and interview sources. 
The goal of the chapter, as well as the entire report, in general, to compare costs and amount of time 
necessary for construction of equal number of square meters in modular and conventional construc-
tion. Based on the nature of modularity, one single module with useful floor area of 28,6 m2 is taken 
for the analysis (see figure 5.1). Depends on the availability of information, comparing process will 
use the same number of square meters for conventional construction, or, the cost of 1 sq m of modu-
lar construction will be presented. 

 The results and conclusions for different steps in construction process will be summarized in 
chapter summary and related to time savings (or, overruns) and costs savings (or, overruns) compar-
ing conventional construction process. 

3,9 m

7,8 m

3,
5 

m

Figure 5.1. Overview of the analyzed module
 (Author, 2017)
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5.1. Factory organization, investments and production process.

 Production of the modules in modular construction takes place in factory environment. At the 
end of the production process completeness of the module ranges from 70 to 95 per cent (Bock, T., 
Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015). The process of module production is similar to car conveyor 
assembly.  Figure 5.2 represents typical layout of modular construction factory, which organization will 
be described in details later in this section. 

 Typical construction process of module in the factory is shown in figure 5.3 on next page. Differ-
ent components of the module come to the factory from different suppliers. Supply chain management 
of modular factory can include different number of suppliers, depends on production scale (Mark van 
de Ven interview, 2016, appendix 15). It can be one general contractor who is in charge of all supplies 
to the factory, or, alternatively, a number of independent contractors who deliver different components, 
raw materials, etc to the factory. One or another method is different for particular factory and particular 
project. 

 Assembly process in modular factory can be organized in two different ways:

Static, when modulers stand in the same place during entire assembly process, and assembly team 
mounts different components around the module (see figure 5.4).  

Figure 5.2.  Typical modular factory layout (Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015)
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Linear, when module stands on the conveyor, or assembly line, and moves from one assembly 
station to another. Workers of each station mount different components to the module, and send it to 
the next station (see figure 5.5). An important fact about factory production method is that even most 
automated and productive factory produces 65% of peak capacity over the year (Bock, T., Linner, T., 
Robotic Industrialization, 2015). 

Figure 5.3. Process of modular construction in the factory
 (Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015)
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Figure 5.4.  Static (left) and linear (right) production process. (Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrial-
ization, 2015)

Figure 5.5.  Linear production in Sekisui Heim factory 
(Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015)

Level of factory automatization. 

 Level of factory automatization affects production flexibility and production volume (Bock, T., 
Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015). Highly automated production lines increase productivity in 
factory operations, but the level of automatization also affects level of flexibility, since the more custom-
ized automation line is, the more limitations in range of modules which can be produced. Furthermore, 
higher level of automatization has to be recouped over a large production output. Figure 5.6 represents 
correlation between factory automatization and flexibility of production range. 
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When choosing the optimal production method, the balance between productivity and required in-
vestment against design flexibility has to be achieved. The right way to find this balance is to identify 
particular market of modular manufacturer. Differentiated and more flexible modular assembly lines 
tend to follow static way of production. Factories, targeting markets with highly repetitive nature of the 
buildings, such as student residences and hotels, can use linear production with fully automated as-
sembly line. Another criteria for choosing between static and linear layout is availability of land on the 
plot, since static production requires access space from 4 to 5 times of module size. Summary below 
demonstrates these guide lines when choosing the right layout for modular factory. 

Figure 5.6.  Factory automatization level versus production flexibility
(Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015)
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Production time: 4-line factory: 3 modules/
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3000 modules / year

Greater design flexibility options
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Higher availability of the space in factory 
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factory

Production time: 3-7 days / 1module
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modules / year
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Low automated assembly line

The rate of factory production (how much modules are done and in which period of time) is depend 
on factory layout. It can be that concrete part of the module needs to become dry in order to go to the 
next step, and it takes time. In average, the production of each module takes 2 days (Mark van de Ven 
interview, Appendix 15). 
 Third type of factory organization layout is semi-automated production line. This method is 
similar to linear production process, but characterized by higher sequential number of operations and 
dedicated stages. Typically, each component of the module (such as wall, ceiling, floor panels, etc.) 
has its own production line, and all components are assembled into one structure in final stages of the 
process. Figure 5.7 demonstrates standard semi-automated modular production line. Semi-automated 
lines are characterized by sequence of highly automated operations at the beginning of production 
process, when machines weld, assemble and cut panels, and number of manual operations in later 
production stages. These lines are highly productive, and can make one module every 
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20 minutes, or up to 30 modules per day. Consequently, full production capacity of such line is around 
6000 modules per year. Taking into account actual demand of modular factory, which is equal to 65% 
from maximum production volume, it is possible to estimate real production range of semi-automated 
factory equal to 4000 modules per year. 

TAKT cycles and production flow.

TAKT cycles and production flow came to modular construction from Japanese automobile industry 
(Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015). Conveyor type of assembly in modular construc-
tion and in automobile industry is quite similar, and were firstly used in Toyota company in Japan in 
1960’s. Assembly process is built on sequence of operations and stream of components from begin-
ning till the last stages of construction of car, or building module. Appendix 3 represents typical value 
stream map (VSM) of modular factory, or, in other words, sequence of assembly operations. The 
body of the production process is combination of different activities by TAKTs, or time sycles. Each 
TAKT time, or cycle, when one or another operation is completed, should be equal to each other. This 
is also called flow of production, when continuity of operations and time necessary for them is estab-
lished. Mark van de Ven, manager of Demeeuw modular factory, mentions TAKT and flow of produc-
tion as key principle of modular off-site construction in general and their factory in particular (Ap-
pendix 6). TAKT time is used to synchronize different activities along the process. For example, build 
up of module skeleton and manufacturing the roof slab is done on the same TAKT cycle in parallel 
production lines. This gives an opportunity to for two of these operations to result in mounting the 
roof to main skeleton in certain point in time, which allows to correspond this step with later activities. 
Appendix 5 shows schematic factory layout of Sekisui Heim modular factory, when main assembly 
line accompanied by several sub-lines. The number of workstations in production line directly affects 
the production capacity. Figure 5.8 demonstrates this correlation, while figure 5.9 shows relationship 
between factory scale and production capacity.

 Mark van den Ven, De Meeuw manager, states that they have 24 stations which can make 24 
units per day, which results in 1:1 ratio. 

Figure 5.7.  Semi-automated production line
(Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015)

Figure 5.8.  Correlation between number of work stations and production capacity
(source: Factory design for modular homebuilding, Mullens, M.A., 2011) 

25
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Figure 5.9.  Correlation between factory size and production capacity
(source: Factory design for modular homebuilding, Mullens, M.A., 2011) 

Most typical layouts of modular factory.

 Layout of modular factory depends on the scale of production and directly affects initial invest-
ments and design time of the facility. This part will describe the most common layouts and analyze 
their benefits. 

Sidesaddle line layouts. 

Sidesaddle layout is most common one and used in all production volumes (Factory design for 
modular homebuilding, Mullens, M.A., 2011). This layout is quite compact and has the shortest line 
length, which results in compact factory footprint. The production line is straightforward, which elim-
inates time consuming turns. This layout is easy to expand by extending the line towards expansion 
direction. Straight sidesaddle line allows efficient material flow from main storage areas to staging 
locations alongside the line. Another advantage is that all activities are done on floor level, simplify-
ing factory design and production flow. 

 Main weakness of sidesaddle layout is poor access to most of the parts of the modules, 
except end walls. Movement of workers and materials is long and congested. Main assembly ac-
tivities are happen in long narrow gaps between modules which complicate workers’ job. Another 
disadvantage is that there is not enough space for staging materials along the production flow. In this 
case materials are stored at the end of jigs or outside of workstation, which makes the material flow 
inefficient. This results in delays and cycle time variation, which leads to increasing of the time and 
resources for production of each module. Typical sidesaddle layout is shown in Appendix 7. 

Shotgun line layouts. 

Shotgun layout is used for lower volume modular production. This layout is based on 2 straight, 
parallel lines. Each line has 50% of the module-build workstations. Cycle time for module movement 
on each line is twice that of the TAKT time, yielding required overall production rate. Because of the 
module is built in one-half the number of workstations, twice as much work and twice as many activi-
ties are needed at each workstation (Factory design for modular homebuilding, Mullens, M.A., 2011). 
This is done by longer dwell time, which is twice TAKT time.  Each pair of workstations is served by 
two teams, who swap workstations at the end of each TAKT cycle. To sum up, pairs of modules move 
together every second TAKT cycle. 
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An advantage of shotgun layout is reduced by half module movement. Access to sidewalls is also 
easier. There are no turn movements, which reduces overall time of production.

 Disadvantage of shotgun layout is long, narrow building shape which is difficult to position on 
the plot and expensive to build. Access to the interior of the module is poor. Staging between the 
lines is limited and difficult to resupply. Main supply materials are duplicated along both lines. 

Build-in-place. 

Build-in-place layout means that modules stand in fixed workstation and crew moves around them. 
All materials are flow around the module. Non-moving system saves a lot of resources and elimi-
nates additional movements of the crew.

Disadvantages on this layout are that all materials should be delivered to each workstation. Staging 
of the materials at the workstation is also limited. 

Factory investments.

 Typical modern automated modular factories for production of modular units can require set-
up investments from 5 to 10 millions of Euros (Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015). 
Ammortization period is from 5 to 10 years. Annual maintenance investments are equal to 1 mln Eu-
ros. Annual investments also depend on the number of projects done by particular factory in particu-
lar year. In the project of 100 units design fee may be around 10% of the ex-works of the module for 
modular manufacturer. 

Factory building and start up.

 Modular factory can occupy an existing building, or can be located in a new built one. Existing 
facility can save time and initial investments, but can be not completely suitable for chosen produc-
tion layout. 

Design-build approach is the most efficient procurement process for modular producer, when single 
contract is awarded for both design and construction (Factory design for modular homebuilding, Mul-
lens, M.A., 2011). Only one set of documents need to be prepared. Multiple tasks, such as finalizing 
design, getting permits and begining of construction can be done at the same time. It also allows to 
install equipment as soon as facility will be occupied.

Sub-conclusion 5.1.

 It is possible to say that modular construction requires high level of initial investments of time 
and money. Even small factory, with static way of production and low level of automatization costs 5 
mln Euro and takes half a year to set it up. Table 5.10 below summarizes these conclusions. 

Existing facility

Construction time: 6-12 months

Initial investments: 5-7 mln Euro Initial investments: 7-10 mln Euro

Construction time: 12-24 months

New building
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Modular construction

Factory set-up investments: 5 - 10 mln Euros None

C
o

st
s

Ti
m

e

NoneFactory annual investments: 1 mln Euros

Conventional construction

Time for factory construction and start-up:
                                                 6 - 24 months

None

5.2. Lean management

 Lean management is a second most important benefit of modular construction after the speed 
of installation of the modules on site. The nature of modular production (see section 2.1) results in  
up to 70 % recycle of the materials used in modular construction (Mark van de Ven, 2016, Appendix 
15). Many companies which use lean management strategies in their practice report 85-95 % of re-
cycling of the materials they use, but this should be considered with a grain of salt. Mark van de Ven, 
De Meeuw manager says that his company is at 70 % level of recycling at this moment, and they are 
growing. It means that these materials could not only be recycled in sustainable way, which is environ-
mently friendly, but they can also be sold or used in the next project, which is simply financial benefit. 
Mark van de Ven states that De Meeuw sells some materials extracted from their modules after the 
end of the renting contract, and makes a profit based on it (Mark van de Ven, 2016). This part of the 
chapter will analyze benefits of waste management and pollution reduction in modular construction in 
comparing to traditional systems. 

 Traditionally, construction industry has been a major generation of waste (Resources, Conser-
vation and Recycling, 68, 2012). Raw materials used for construction industry consume up to 40 % of 
stones, sand and gravel, 25 % of timber and 16 % of all water around the globe. 

Conventional construction tends to find ways to reduce these harm effects and to come up with sus-
tainable and recycable process. Kumar S. L. at al analyze 3 main construction systems: convention-
al, mixed and Industrialized Building System (IBS) (Kumar S. L. at al, 2012), which were used in 8 
different construction sites. IBS system, which is closer to modular construction, generates 3 times 
less amount of waste per 100 m2 floor space than traditional construction process. Figure 5.11 gives 
the comparison of waste produced by conventional construction methods and modular technologies. 
This table clearly shows that amount of waste in conventional construction is 4,8 tons per 100 square 
meters of floor space, while in modular, off-site fabrication it is only 1,55 tons. Figure 5.12 represents 
segregation of waste on site and the percentage of waste recycle. Modular construction shows the best 
indicators again, with 94 % versus only 30 % in traditional one. Even if the maximum percentage of 
recycling in modular construction is taken at 70 % level, as Mark van den Ven states, this level is still 
twice higher than in traditional building industry. 

Figure 5.11. Construction waste generation rates (Resources, Conservation and Recycling, 68, 2012)

Figure 5.10. Summary of factory investments in modular construction (source : Author, 2017)
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Sub-conclusion 5.2

Parameter

Amount of waste
generated per 100 m2

of construction

Construction waste 
recycling efficiency

70 - 85 % 30 %

4,5 tons1,5 tons

Modular construction Conventional construction

Figure 5.12. Segregation of construction waste and construction waste usage efficiency 
(Resources, Conservation and Recycling, 68, 2012)

5.3. Materials and components. 

 As it was stated in the introduction of the chapter, standard module of 28,6 m useful area will 
be analyzed and compared with conventional construction. Set of components and materials, their 
weights, range of prices and manufacturers are represented in Appendix 8 and 9. The limitation of 
this part is that different hospital departments have different sets of installations and equipment, 
and some areas require much more of them than others. Surgery rooms, for instance, have one of 
the highest levels of installations and their layout can be different. Open sided modules are used for 
operation rooms. Figure 5.13 presents 2 open sided modules which are combined to build surgery 
room. This solution allows to provide sufficient and flexible layout for this hospital department.  
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Figure 5.14. Two open sided modules for surgery room 
(Author, 2017)

 Metal frame modules were chosen for this analysis based on their light weight and easier 
transportation process. Summary of the research chapter describes in details this particular choice for 
structural material and modular type. 

Building and installations.

 Hospital complex has very high level of medical equipment. Cor Wagenaar, one of the leading 
Dutch healthcare experts, compares hospital with a factory, based on strict requirements for daily func-
tioning, 24 / 7 functioning of MEP systems and many other regulations. It is difficult to come up with 
exact percentage of installations and equipment costs within entire hospital construction budget, since 
it depends on hospital type, number of beds, etc. At the same time, some examples of such costs are 
given in this part, and some conclusions are made based on it. 

 An analysis of construction budget of the hospital designed by Wiegerinck architectural bureau 
shows that total cost of installations and technical systems is equal to 31% from entire budget (Appen-
dix 9). This summ includes liquid and gas installations, climate plants, energy and lighting systems as 
well as communication, security and transport systems. Frank Michielen, manager from AT Osborne 
B.V., a company specialized in construction management of hospitals, gives close numbers. He states 
that installation costs in total hospital construction budget are between 30 and 45 per cents (Frank 
Michielen, 2017, Appendix 18). It is important to mention that cost of medical equipment such as pa-
tient beds, MRI, surgery tables, etc are not included in balance sheet of Wiegerinck architects. Frank 
Michielen adds another 35 % from the overall construction budget for medical equipment, based on 
specificity and high-tech nature of such products. A closer look to my own calculations come to the 
same ratio. All installations and technical systems make 31 - 46 % from the total price of the module. 
Medical equipment costs in my case take only 18 - 23 % from entire construction costs, but this is 
based on the type of analyzed module - individual patient ward, whih has much less medical equip-
ment, comparing to operating theatres and MRI rooms, for instance. In these departments cost of the 
medical equipment is around 40 % from entire budget. Appendix 9 reveals these cost details.  

 The moment of the mounting of the installation systems and equipment highly depends on the 
equipment supplier and readiness of the installations. Based on literature review it is possible to say 
that in-factory installations increase overal quality of the product based on highly controlled environ-
ment, independency of weather conditions and possibility to test all systems. In reality, however, this 
does not happen all the time. Mark van den Ven, manager of De Meeuw modular construction compa-
ny, states that equipment suppliers are not ready at the moment when module is done in 
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factory. (Mark van de Ven, 2016, appendix 15). That is why installations and equipment are mount-
ed on construction site in majority of the cases. Mark mentions that once they assembled an entire 
operation theatre module in their factory with all equipment and installations ahead in order to test 
fully functionality of the module. After this check part of the equipment was demounted, sent to con-
struction site together with modular frame and mounted once again on construction site (Mark van 
de Ven, 2016, Appendix 15). It is possible to say that high-tech modules, such as operating theatres, 
can be equipped by medical devices in the factory in order to test their functionality. 

 Additional important thing about modular materials and components is that non-modular parts 
(fittings, connections, etc) are equal to additional 15% of the cost of modular materials themselves 
(Lawson, M., Ogden, R, Goodier, C., 2015). This cost is added in appendix 10.

Sub-conclusion 5.3.

 Comparison of construction materials and elements for modular and conventional construc-
tion shows that the percentage of their cost in total budget is equal to each other. This is logical 
because for both processes the set of similar components and elements required. Table below sum-
marises cost percentages for both types of construction. 

5.4. Workers and labor productivity.

  Next area of construction phase which is going to be examined in both modular an on-
site construction is the cost of labor and speed of construction process. While the cost of elements for 
modular and conventional construction is equal, as it was shown in previous part, speed of construc-
tion is significant benefit in modular variant. Wages in manufacturing sector in Netherlands, however, 
are not lower than in conventional on-site construction. Monthly salary for workers in De Meeuw factory 
is 2.400 Euros, which results in 15 Euro/hour. Conventional construction pays 14,5  Euro/hour (statline.
cbs.nl). Appendix 11 demonstrates set of operations required for assembly of average module in the 
factory, time required for it and number of workers. 

 Time for production of one module varies from 4,8 to 14,5 days depends on the factory layout, 
total number of modules produced per year, level of automatization, number of workers, etc. It is clear 
that the economy of scale plays a crucial role in modular construction. Higher production volume re-
duces overall labor hours for one module as well as total cost of the product. Figure 5.15 represents 
this correlation. From the table in Appendix 11 it is clear that the average time required for module 
production is 181 hour, or 7,5 days. Depends on the scale of the factory it is possible to produce from 
2 to 10 modules per day. Average factory makes from 4 to 6 modules in a day and 800 - 1000 modules 
per year. Correlation between factory space and production volume is written below.

Factory space 5.000 m2:   2 - 4 modules / day

Factory space 14.000 m2:   10 modules / day

Based on these facts it is possible to state that average modular factory is able to produce 6 modules 

Parameter Modular construction

Installation costs 33 - 42 %

33 - 37 % 38 %

34 %

23 - 40 % 23 - 40 %

Costs of construction
elements

Costs of medical
equipment

Conventional construction
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Figure 5.15. Correspondence between labor  hours / module and production volumer / year
(Factory design for modular homebuilding, Mullens, M.A., 2011)

 When the labor hours required for assembly of one module is known, it is possible to calculate 
an average price of the labor to produce one module. The number of workers for each operation is dif-
ficult to define since this data fluctuates from factory to factory. Even Mullens M.A. in his book “Factory 
design for modular homebuilding” does not give exact figures for this question. The assumption here is 
that most of the operations are done by single worker, since level of automation allows to do all heavy 
load operations by machines. Hourly wages in modular construction sector are taken from statline.cbs.
nl and represented below.  An average hourly wage in manufacturing sector in The Netherlands is 15.7 
Euro.

Hourly wage for non-western imigrants: 16,7 Euro / hour

Hourly wage for western immigrants: 19,6 Euro / hour

Hourly wage for Dutch workers: 21,4 Euro / hour

(Source: www.statline.cbs.nl)

With minimum number of labor hours required for production of 1 module labor cost per one module 
will be equal to 1.837 Euro. For medium number of labour hours, which is equal to 180 ones, labor 
cost for module will be 2.826 Euro, while for high number of labour hours this price will be 5.746 Euro.

Low amount of labor hours / module: 1.837 Euro / module

Medium amount of labor hours / module: 2.826 Euro / module

High amount of labor hours / module: 5.746 Euro / module

Figure 5.16. Hourly wages in manufacturing sector in The Netherlands(Wage Indicator foundation, 
2015)
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Conventional construction.

 Conventional construction is able to produce less amount of square meters per day on site, 
while wages in traditional building process is a bit lower than in manufacturing. Frank Michielen, man-
ager of AT Osborne B.V. gives 80 square meters per day as high building capacity of traditional con-
struction industry (Frank Michielen, 2017, Appendix 18). This is twice less than an average modular 
factory can build per day (see previous paragraph). With an increasing of production capacity modular 
plant can produce up to 10-12 modules per day, which is equal to 350 square meters per day, which 
is in 4,3 times more than in conventional construction. Direct Cost of labor in conventional and in 
modular construction, however, is almost the same, and equal to 14.4 Euro and 15,7 Euro / hour, con-
sequently. (Wage indicator foundation, 2015). Figure 5.17 shows hourly wages in Dutch construction 
sector depends on the occupied position.

Sub-conclusion 5.4.

 Speed of production is the main benefit of modular construction. Average modular plant pro-
duces 170 square meters a day, while on-site construction can give only 80 square meters. Labor cost, 
however, is almost equal. Table 5.18 summarizes labor time and cost indicators for both types of con-
struction.

5.5. Transportation.

 Transportation takes very important part in the cost map of modular construction. One of the 
main benefits of modular approach is completeness of the module in factory up to 95 %, but this 
requires additional transportation costs. Methodologically transportation costs consist of fixed and 
variable operating costs (Sdoukopoulos, E., Estimating truck operating costs for domestic trips). Fixed 
operating costs are cost (or, rent) of the truck, cost of license ownership, cost of VAT tax, etc. Variable 
operating costs are gasoline price, wage of the driver, maintenance cost, etc. Appendix 12 reveals all 
the details of transportation costs. It is important to mention that there are two finding schemes, basi-
cally. Modular manufacturer can buy his own trucks, or he can lease them depending on the amount 
of transportation needs in particular period.  

Figure 5.17. Hourly wages in construction sector in The Netherlands (Wage Indicator foundation, 
2015)

Figure 5.18. Comparison of labor cost and productivity in modular and conventional construction
 (Author, 2017)

Parameter

Amount of sq m
built per day

Hourly wage 15,7 Euro / hour 14,4 Euro / hour 

170 m2 80 m2

Modular construction Conventional construction
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Last variant is much more beneficial, because the lease cost of the truck is around 1.000 Euro, while 
the cost of ownership for a new one is from 30 to 50 thousands Euros. Distance and nature of the 
route from factory to construction site is an important factor in calculating of transportation costs. For 
this part the distance of 200 kilometers from factory to site is presumed. Effective operation radius of 
the module is around 500 kilometers (Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction). 

 Dimensions of the module also affect the price of transportation significantly. Maximum width 
of the cargo allowed for road transportation without special measures is 2.5 meters with maximum 
length of 12 meters (International transport, 2016). Cargos with higher dimensions require special 
measures, from articulated vehicle to special police escort. Mark Lawson and Rey Ogden in their 
book Design in modular construction differentiate them depends on the cargo’s width, since this is 
the most critical parameter (Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction).

 Dimensions of the module are directly related with flexibility of the entire building. Increasing of 
width and height of the module allows to design flexible environment with less number of the modules. 
However, the wider the module is, the more additional measure it takes, such as police guard along the 
route and low-loader lorrys for transportation. Usually modules have a width limit of 4 meters. 

 Since the height of the analyzed module is 3,5 meters, low lorry platform is necessary to trans-
port it. Typical height of the platform is 600 mm, which gives total height of 4,1 m, which is almost the 
maximum allowed. Height restrictions of the road allow to transport cargo of 4,2-4,5 m height maxi-
mum, depends on the particular route and presence of the bridges. Figures 5.20 shows the process of 
module transportation within a city. Insurance of the module during transportation is also specific cost 
in modular construction. Insurance companies ask for 0,1 - 0,3 % from cost of the cargo plus another 
0,5 % as a franchise. Overall, the data represented in Appendix 12 is correlated with the real price of 
transportation of module with such dimensions. Several companies were asked to give their proposal 
for transportation cost, and their numbers are close to my own calculations. 

Sub-conclusion 5.5.

 Average transportation cost of the module is equal to 2.211 Euro, while the low cost is 1.835 
Euro and high cost is 2.534 Euro. While the transportation cost in modular construction can be defined 
relatively easy based on the nature of modularity of the project, transportation cost in conventional 
construction is very difficult to estimate, because it highly fluctuates from project to project and its par-
ticular conditions.

Low transportation cost of module:   1.835 Euro

Average transportation cost of module:   2.211 Euro

High transportation cost of module:   2.534 Euro

Figure 5.19 Transportation restrictions for oversized cargo (Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular 
construction, 2012)
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5.6. On-site works.

 Completeness of the module  in the factory varies from 75 % to 95 % as it was explained in sec-
tion 2.1.It means that the majority of site activities is related with foundation construction and installa-
tion of the modules brought from the factory (Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction, 
2011). This section will describe typical installation process of the modules on construction site and 
procedures which are necessary to complete modular building.

Foundation interfaces.

 Variety of foundation systems can be used in modular construction. Modules with load-bearing 
side walls use strip footings and ground beams as the most common foundations (see figure 5.22). 
For open-sided modules with corner posts pad footings and pipe caps are generally used.  For heavi-
er modules made from concrete elements piled foundations are more common. Different foundation 
types of the modules are shown in figure 5.24. Modular construction has a gap between ground and 
modular floor, and this gap should be minimum 150 mm according to construction codes in order to 
have ventilation space. 

Figure 5.20. Low loader platforms. (toptrucks.nl, 2017)

Figure 5.21. Transportation of the module. (Cadolto.com)
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Tolerances in geometrical stability of the module.

 Installation of the module is highly sensitive to geometrical errors in modular structure which 
can take place in factory manufacturing process or during transportation process. Figure 5.22 rep-
resents maximum allowed errors in modular production.

Figure 5.22. Maximum allowed errors in modular manufacturing
(Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction)

Figure 5.23. Foundation systems of modular buildings 
(Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction)
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Figure 5.24. Trench fill foundation(Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction)

Craneage and installation.

 Modules are lifted on their final positions on construction site by craneage of the lifting beam 
or from their corners in order to minimize vibration and to not damage internal finishings. Figure 5.25 
demonstrates four most common lifting types of modules on site. First picture is single lifting beam 
accompanied by cross beams with vertical cables to the corners of the module. Second picture is 
manufactured frame with protected cage. Third situation is rectangular lifting frame allows to hold the 
module in intermediate points. Last one is single lifting beam with four inclined cables at the corners of 
the module. Type of the lifting depends on the structural scheme of the module. Modules with corner 
posts require cables at the corners (4th situation), while 4 sided modules can be lifted by crossbeam 
system (1st and 2d situations). 

 Choice of the crane depends on several factors. First one is particular construction site and 
operational radius. Second one is weight of the modules and scale of the project. Mobile cranes of 50, 
75 and 100 tons capacity are usually used in modular assembly. This type of crane has great mobility 
on site which allows to move it during the day depends on one or another situation. Moreover, tower 
cranes, which has greater load capacity, cannot lift heavy loads at their full extension (Lawson, M., 
Ogden, R., Design in modular construction, 2011). Summary of the factors for choosing the crane for 
particular modular assembly on site is listed below.

On-site and public safety
Access for the mobile crane
Module dimensions and weights
Max reach of the crane to the module location
Site constrains
Ground-bearing pressures for the crane legs

(Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction, 2011)
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Figure 5.25. Lifting of the modules on construction site
(Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction)

Furthermore, additional force of 25% of the crane more than self-weight of the module should be con-
sidered for all types of the modules based on dynamic forces while lifting. Weight of steel modules 
ranges from 7 to 12 tones. However, heavy steel modules can weight from 15 to 25 tones, based on 
their concrete floor. Preferred method of lifting steel modules is two-dimensional frame. The particular 
module analyzed here has weight of 11,7 tons. Figure 5.26 shows action of the forces in light steel 
modules depends on the method of the lifting. 

Figure 5.26. Forces in light steeel modules depend on lifting method.
(Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction)
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Appendix 13 summarizes all my calculations regarding on-site components of modular construction. 
Comparison with on-site works of traditional construction taken from Wiegerinck architects hospital 
project gives similar results. This acknowledges my own calculations, based on similarity of the works 
and operations required for on-site works in both types of construction. These operations include 
cleaning of the site, excavation, drainage, crane works, construction of foundations themselves. 

 Beside the aspects of operations required to be done on site and their costs, modular con-
struction gives huge benefit in construction speed. After modules are manufactured and delivered to 
construction site, from 6 to 10 modules per day can be installed, depends on weather and specificities 
of construction site. (Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction, 2011). It means that from 
180 to 300 square meters can be mounted in a day, if the module of 30 square meters is considered. To 
the contrast, conventional construction can erect only up to 80 square meters per day (Frank Michielen, 
2017). 

 Speed of installation of the modules on site also matters when the renovation of the hospital is 
in the focus. Quick mounting process allows not only complete the construction activity in a short time, 
but also to do it without disruption of the current hospital, since installation process is clean, wasteless 
and relatively quiet. That is why to build a hospital extension in a modular way is much easier rather 
than to do it in conventional one. Hospital extensions are relatively small in terms of square meters. De 
Meeuw company completed 8 healthcare projects, and 6 of them are extensions of current facilities, 
with total floor area from 600 to 7000 sq meters (De Meeuw, 2017). It allows to complete on-site works 
within a few weeks and start to use new hospital block in a short time. Time frame is always in the fo-
cus when hospital renovation takes place. It is even more important when hospital requires temporary 
accommodation of one of the departments while new building will be finished. In this case speed of 
construction is a crucial factor and modular solution is the only feasible way to do it (Mark van de Ven, 
2016). 

Sub-conclusion 5.6.

Figure 5.27. Cost of foundation works and total construction budget of Wiegerinck arhitects 
hospital project(Wiegerinck architects, 2014)

Parameter

Cost of foundation 
works

as % from total budget

Amount of m2 
constructed per day

180 - 300 m2 Up to 80 m2

4% 4%

Modular construction Conventional construction
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Conclusion of chapter 5

 It is possible to state that the main savings in construction phase of modular hospital are 
time ones. While conventional construction can erect up to 80 m2 per day, modular one can 
result in 300 m2 based on speed of modules’ installation on construction site. Another sav-
ing in modular variant is waste reduction, based on highly controlled manufacturing process. 
Modular production elaborates 3 times less waste than traditional on-site construction. Labor 
costs, however, are almost similar ones in both methods. Initial investments in modular factory 
are relatively high, and result in minimum 5 mln Euros and 6 months of time for completing 
the factory. At the same time, the assumption in this chapter is that factory is already built and 
initial expenses are not included in the total cost. The cost spread between installations and 
building components in both modular and traditional construction are similar, because there is 
equal set of elements are required. 
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Chapter 6.

MAINTENANCE & REFURBISHMENT PHASE.
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Introduction.
 
 This chapter dives into use characteristics of modular and traditional buildings. Such aspects 
as daily maintenance and refurbishment will be considered. The specific features of hospital main-
tenance will be described. It is important to stress the point that conventional building has different 
refurbishment procedure rather than modular one. Modular building is designed in advance for re-
use, relocation and re-purpose, while traditional building requires higher resources for renovation and 
cannot be relocated to other site. Relocation of the modules will be also considered in this chapter. 
Use phase was not in the focus of this research at the beginning (see conceptual diagram). That is 
why the assumptions, findings and results of this part are limited. It is important, however, to touch 
maintenance phase of modular construction in order to see possible benefits of this method. 

6.1. Daily maintenance

 Daily maintenance expenses of the hospital can be considered as equal to construction (initial) 
investments in a long-term perspective (Frank Michielen, 2017). The period of long-term perspective 
here can be taken as 50-years one. It means that if the  most expected price of construction of one 
module is equal to 52.800 Euro, the life-cycle expenses will be around 40.000 thousand Euros. The 
structure of hospital life cycle and the weight of its different components is represented below in figure 
6.1. Authors of this article, Shohet M. I., Lavy-Leibovich, S. and Barn-on D. use Building Performance 
Indicators system in order to evaluate weights of different hospital components during the life span. BPI 
system is well-known for assessment of physical state and fitness of the building systems. Weighting 
of each building system represented in the table is accomplished by contribution of particular system 
to the total cost of erection, maintenance and replacement which all together result in life cycle costs. 
Each parameter in table 6.1 represents maximum score which can be achieved by the building in a 
perfect conditions. 

Total BPI index higher than 80 gives an indication that building is in good conditions. When BPI is be-
tween 70 and 80 it means that some systems are at the end of their life cycle and some maintenance 
needs to be done. BPI rate between 60 and 70 reflects deterioration of the building and indicates that 
preventive maintenance should be carried out. Finally, if total BPI is lower than 60, it means that build-
ing is run-down. 

 The same article gives the exact percentages in assessment of hospital maintenance costs 
based on evaluation of 700 hospital buildings with different specializations, such as emergency, acute 
care, hospitalization, laboratories, clinics, offices. These buildings had also different area and age. All 
measures were taken for annual maintenance period. The distribution of the weights in hospital main-
tenance is:

Figure 6.1. BPI weights in hospital maintenance (Shohet M. I., Lavy-Leibovich, S. and Barn-on D, 
2003)
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Interior finishing:          32 %

HVAC:                             29 %

Electricity:                     13 %

Exterior envelope:        13 %

Water and plumbing:    10 %

Low-voltage systems:     3 %

Frank Michielen, manager of AT Osborne BV states that energy costs are the most part of hospital an-
nual maintenance, and can result in up to 40% from hospital replacement costs (Michielen, M., 2017). 
Numbers above are correlated with this statement. Figure 6.1 on previous page confirms this statement 
as well and gives 41,2 BPI points for total energy systesms, such as HVAC, medical gases, communi-
cations, electrical systems and water (Shohet M. I., Lavy-Leibovich, S. and Barn-on D., 2003). Figure 
6.2 below shows absolute summary numbers of the evaluation of 700 hospitals done by Shohet M. I., 
Lavy-Leibovich, S. and Barn-on D.. Annual maintenance budget is 2,2 % from entire hospital replace-
ment cost. This corresponds with Frank Michielen’s assessment of annual maintenance hospital costs 
equal to 2% (see appendi 18). Frank mentions that based on his experience hospital maintenance 
costs can be hardly reduced by higher initial measures and investments to the maintenance. Cleaning 
and maintennce companies, he says, calculate maintenance rates based on average assessments 
and do not care about additional measures which can be designed and built from the beginning. Frank 
adds that in one of the hospital projects he was involved maintenance company asked for 2 % annual 
reward from entire construction hospital cost disregarding on the additional measures AT Osborne BV 
did in order to provide higher and easier maintenance and to reduce annual maintenance costs (Frank 
Michielen interview, appendix 18). 

 

 It is hardly possible to say that the structure of annual maintenanse of modular and traditional 
hospital is different in many ways. All components of daily and annual maintenance mentioned above 
are typical for average hospital building. The warranty period in traditional construction, however, is 
highly depend on the particular building element or system as well as on particular contractor. Practical 
guide to Dutch building contracts regulates the procedures of appeal, responsibilities of the parties, 
etc, but does not give the exact periods of the warranty for building component or building in general 
(Chao Duvis et al, Practical guide to Dutch building contracts, 2008). Modular manufacturers, 

Figure 6.2. Summary of sample characteristics of Israelian hospitals
 (Shohet M. I., Lavy-Leibovich, S. and Barn-on D, 2003)
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instead, provide warranty for entire building for 10 years, in general. It means, that any system, com-
ponent or detail is under the warranty for this time period (Mark van de Ven interview, 2017, appendix 
15). Since the module itself is factory-based product, its check-up, maintenance and repair are also 
factory-based activities. It results in precise time periods for checking of different components of the 
module (for instance, stability of metal frame). Computer software installed in modular factory warns 
in time such checking is required, and special crew goes to particular completed object for planned 
maintenance or repair. Such automatized system provides higher confidence for the client and reduc-
es the number of claims and mismatches in maintenance of modular building. Similar to any factory 
produced product, such a smartphone, or car, modular factory provides authorized service system with 
qualified specialists who are able to fix the problems within a fixed period of time and really know all 
components and details of the entire building. Mark van den Ven gives 1,5 % from construction budget 
for annual maintenance cost in modular building (Mark van de Ven interview, 2017, Appendix 15). This 
reduction is based on the factors just described above. 

Sub-conclusion 6.1.

6.2. Refurbishment

 Refurbishment phase in modular construction is a third important benefit in addition to shorter 
construction time and lean management techniques. The last one is mentioned in part 2.2. While re-
furbishment of traditional hospital is always unique procedure which demands new design layout from 
the ground level, modular hospital provides the number of pre-designed transformations which can be 
done in a fixed period of time with known results. From the first point of view refurbishment of modular 
building allows less number of options in comparing to traditional renovation process, when the unique 
project starts from the ground. However, production process of the modules is highly flexible and al-
lows to implement changes and new layouts. That is why factory-based refurbishment process can be 
from 25 to 50 % cheaper comparing to traditional renovation process (Schoenborn, J. M., 2012).This 
discount is based on several factors:

- modular producer knows in advance all refurbishment options and can predict 
  refurbishment costs

- Check-up of the used module has standard procedure according to the code, while renova-
tion of traditional building requires different procedures depend on building’s conditions

- High number of module’s elements can be re-used and recycled up to 70 %, while recycle in 
traditional refurbishment is around 30 % only (see 6.1)

- Design layouts of refurbishment in modular buolding are done in advance, and there is no 
additional architectural fees required

Parameter

Maintenance annual 
cost as % from 

construction budget

Warranty’s period and 
nature

10 Years for all 
componnents

Highly depends on 
contractor and other 

factors

2 % 2 %

Modular construction Conventional construction
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- Conditions of used modules are generally good enough and do not require 
  a lot of maintenance. The only costs are re-build of the layout

- Used modules are 20 % cheaper on the market comparing to new ones

The comparison of hospital refurbishment in traditional and modular construction is given below 
based on the assumption of 25-50 % cost reduction in modular refurbishment.  

Mark van de Ven, De Meeuw manager, mentions that the inspection of used modules can be 
done on their current site, without transferring them back to the factory (Mark van de Ven inter-
view, appendix 15). This can happen in case new customer accepts current modules’ layout. 
In this regard, transportation costs are reduced by half, because each module is sent directly to 
the new site without going back to the factory. Maintenance crew of modular factory check the 
state of the art of modules on site and prepre them for transportation. However, this does not 
happen a lot, Mark states, and usually refurbishment of walls and other finishings takes place. 
At the same time, as it was previously mentioned, 70 % of module’s elements and materials 
are re-used or re-cycled, which results in sufficient part of the total savings.

Hospital department

Entrance & lobby

Administration & 
offices

Waiting room spaces

Exam & clinic spaces

Emergency

Patient wards

Surgery

Intensive care unit

Laboratories, 
pharmacies

Imaging (MRI)

Dining spaces & 
cafeteries

1177 - 1670 Euro

984 - 1337 Euro

941 - 1230 Euro

1440 - 1770 Euro

2510 - 3134 Euro

2090 - 2666 Euro

2587 - 3582 Euro

2288 - 2786 Euro

2140 - 2640 Euro

2340 - 3080 Euro

1200 - 1990 Euro

780 - 1100 Euro

650 - 730 Euro

621 - 811 Euro

950 - 1170 Euro

1650 - 772 Euro

1380 - 1750 Euro

1700 - 2360 Euro

1500 - 1800 Euro

1400 - 1750 Euro

1540 - 2000 Euro

790 - 1300 Euro

Modular construction (m2) Conventional construction (m2)

Figure 6.3. Comparison of refurbishment cost for modular and conventional construction
 (Based on JE Dunn, Schoenborn, J. M., 2012 
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 Overall, refurbishment of modular building has pre-defined step-by-step plan, which results in 
significant cost savings, transparent procedure and highly reliable time schedule. These benefits are 
summarized in paragraph below. The important factor is that used modules are cost 25-30 % cheaper 
comparing to new ones based on amortization period. 

Sub-conclusion 6.2.

6.3. Relocation of the modules.

 Possibility for relocation of the module to a new site is fourth significant benefit of modular con-
struction, and continuous of the refurbishment phase. The nature of real estate property lies within im-
possibility to relocate it. Once the building is built, it can only be renovated, refurbished or demolished 
in the same place. Modular building, to the opposite, can be relocated and used for another period of 
time. This option is very attractive for those developers and parties who rent the land for a period o 
time. In this case they can relocate their modular building after the end of the land lease. 

In general, relocation of the modular building to new site includes steps such as:

Preparation of modules for transportation (take out fittings, connection, etc)

Transportation of the modules to new site

On-site and assembly works of modules on new site
 

Last two operations were already described in details and calculated in chapter 2. First part, prepartion 
of the modules for re-location, can be partially extracted from on-site works part, since cranage, (dis) 
assembly, on-site personnel are represented there. Appendix 14 reveals cost assumption for relocation 
of considered module to a new site. 

Re-location cost of one module varies from 4.870 Euro to 6.768 Euro with the most expected price 
of 6.000 Euro. The assumption here is that inspection of the module for safety, structural stability, etc 
takes place on original construction site, without transportation to the factory. Based on Mark van den 
Ven experience it is possible and happens in many cases (Mark van de Ven interview, Appendix 15). 
These costs are compensated by quick erection of the modules on the new site and extension of their 
life cycle. 

Parameter

Refurbishment costs
savings

Refurbishment time
savings

25 - 50 % from 
conventional one

Highly depends on 
the case

Highly depends on 
the case

Modular construction Conventional construction

Highly depends on 
the case;

Small chnges takes a 
day 
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Sub-conclusion 6.3

Conclusion of chapter 6.

 Use phase of modular building has a lot of in common with maintenance of traditional building, 
while such aspects as relocation of the building are unique. Daily maintenance of both building types 
are similar, with the most expenses dedicated to energy consumption. Relatively small repair can be 
done faster in modular variant, since all components are standardized. However, additional time may 
be required to change one or another element, based on over- or underheads in the modular factory. 
That is why an average percentage equal to 2 % for daily maintenance expenses can be applicable to 
both conventional and modular construction. 

 Refurbishment of modular building has a number of advantages in time and cost aspects com-
paring to traditional one. Conventional building is unique, and its renovation or refurbishment process 
requires new detailed design project, getting permits for re-development and takes significant amount 
of time. Modular building, to the opposite, is standardized, and this standardization allows to refurbish 
it quickly. In general, cost savings in modular refurbishment are 25 - 50 % lower comparing to tradition-
al one. This discount includes possible revenues from re-use and re-cycle of materials and elements 
used in modules which is around 70%, while in conventional construction it only takes 30 %.                      

 Relocation of modular building is unique option. It consists of the same procedures as original 
assembly process, except production of the module. An estimated cost of re-location of the module 
considered in this research varies from 4.800 to 6.700 Euro (Author, 2017). This price does not include 
inspection of the module in the factory, which might be required in some cases. Module checks-up on 
site and sends to the new one. The life-span of modular building varies significantly. In average, they 
are used for 10-15 years, while some can be in use for 30 years (Mark van de Ven interview, appendix 
15). The benefit of used modules is that their price is lower for 25- 30 % comparing to the new ones. 
Re-location of modular structure can be an attractive option for those developers and parties who rents 
the land. Quick and undisruptive installation procedure of the modules on site makes this solution valu-
able specifically for hospitals, since there is no need to interrupt healthcare process in existing building.
Table below summarises costs benefits of use of modular building. 

Parameter

Re-location costs
 of the module

Re-location time of one 
module

4.800 - 6.700 Euro
(10 - 15 % from total 

module cost)

Depend on the new 
site

Not applicable

Modular construction Conventional construction

Not applicable

Parameter

Annual maintenance
costs

Refurbishment costs

Relocation costs

25 - 50 % from 
conventional one

4.800 - 6.700 Euro
per module

Highly depends on the 
case

Non applicable

2 % 2 %

Modular construction Conventional construction
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Chapter 7.

CONCLUSION.
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 This chapter will summarize research findings, provide an answers to research questions and 
describe further strategies and ways in research and development of modular construction. Summary 
of all time and cost savings in all described phases will be presented. Post - assessment interviews 
with the experts regarding validity of research results will be incorporated in final part of the chapter. 

7.1. Savings in modular construction.

 The aim of this research is to analyze modular construction process in its design, construction 
and maintenance phases in order to find possible financial and time savings in each of them. Table 
7.1 represented below summarizes all findings of this research regarding potential savings in modu-
lar construction. 

 Savings in design phase are highly related with technical request of the client. In ideal situa-
tion, the layout pre-designed by modular manufacturer in advance is suitable and construction draw-
ings can be immediately sent to production line. In this case, design costs do not exist. However, in 
most of the cases every new commission is different from each other, and detailed design layout of 
particular set of the modules is required. Based on fully standardized set of elements which can sub-
stitute each other in different projects, total design costs are equal to 3-4 % from total construction 
budget. In conventional construction, this percentage is around 6-8 % with possibility to reach 12 % in 
complicated cases. That is why modular design phase is 50 % cheaper comparing to traditional one. 
The important circumstance here is an existing of pre-designed modular system at the moment of new 
project starts. Pre-design of modular system together with use of BIM gives around 15% savings in 
time schedule, comparing to traditional design phase. 
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Costs

Time

Costs

Costs

Costs

Time

Time

15 - 80 % faster 
comparing to 

conventional design * 

52.900 Euro / module  
 1800 Euro / m2 *

2 % / year from 
construction budget

25 - 50 % from conven-
tional construction

Highly depends on the 
case

2 % / year from 
construction budget

2500 Euro / 
m2

Up to 80 m2 / day 80 % 180 - 300 m2 / day

28 %

None

Depends 
on case

25 - 50 %

15 - 80 % 

50 %

Depend on the case

50 % from 
conventional design

(3 - 4% of total budget)

6 - 8 % from total 
budget

Modular construction Conventional construction Savings, %

Highly depends on the 
case

* - including VAT (21 %)

Highly depends on the 
case

Figure 7.1. Summary of comparison modular and conventional construction
 (Author, 2017) 
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 Savings in construction phase are mostly come from speed of construction. Once the mod-
ules arrive to construction site, from 6 to 10 of them can be assembled in one day, which is equal to 180 
- 300 m2, while traditional construction can provide up to 80 square meters per day. Construction costs 
of one module calculated in this research are equal to 52.800 Euro, or 1846 Euro / m2. Traditional hos-
pital construction cost fluctuates between 2.000 and 2.500 Euro per square meter. This gap is mainly 
based on differences in medical equipment costs. The module analyzed here is individual inpatient 
ward. Despite the fact that medical equipment such medical gas system, patient multi-functional bed, 
HEPA filters and some other are included in the final price, this department cannot be considered as 
highly equipped medical department. The cost of surgery room, that is why, will be higher based on 
medical installations. Case study hospital brief of Wiegerinck architects analyzed in this report has the 
price of 2.500 Euro / m2. It is based on diferent hospital equipment installed in the project and does 
not limited by in-patient wards only. Construction costs themselves (without installation costs) are be-
tween 33 and 37 % of the total module cost, while in traditional construction it takes 38% and higher 
(Wiegerinck architects, 2017). Total costs savings in construction phase of the analyzed module varies 
from 8 to 27 %. This gap mainly depends on the amount of installed medical equipment, described 
above. Transportation costs of the module is the second important factor, which highly depends on the 
particular route and distance from factory to the site. Savings in construction phase of the module are 
also come from labor cost, which is cheaper than conventional on-site wages, and highly regulated 
in terms of time as well. All operations in module production are predicted, controlled and known in 
advance, which results in a fixed amount of time required for production. Supply chain and TAKT time, 
described in chapter 2 are main factors here. Conventional on-site construction is highly depend on 
big number of independent suppliers and suffers from weather conditions, while factory production is 
uninterrupted. It is important to say that set-up costs of development  of modular factory are not includ-
ed in these numbers, and the assumption here is that modules are ordered from existing plant. The 
investment costs of average modular factory, however, are described in section 2.1.

 Savings in use phase were not identified during the research, since hospital systems require 
the same amount of supplies regardless of the type of the building. Annual cost of hospital mainte-
nance is 2 % from total construction budget. It is possible to say that  maintenance of building ele-
ments (facades, fittings, etc) in modular variant can be lower based on fixed number of elements in 
modular construction and availability of them in factory storage place, while in traditional construction 
change of particular element can take more time. However, it is hardly possible to say that modular 
building has significant savings in front of conventional one in use phase. 

 Savings in refurbishment phase of modular construction are quite significant comparing to 
conventional one. First of all, modular construction can re-use and re-cycle 70 % of the materials and 
elements it takes, and this percentage is growing. It means that additional revenues can be gained 
based on it. Secondly, refurbishment time is less based on pre-designed layout and fixed number of 
module’s elements, which can be, at the same time, used in different modular systems. However, time 
is highly depend on the number of refurbishment works need to be done. If it is minor changes, it can 
be completed in a day on assembly line. If it is great changes, than it takes longer. Third benefit of mod-
ular construction is possibility to relocate modules to the new site and extend their life cycle, instead 
of demolish or refurbish a building, as it happens in traditional construction. In case of land lease, the 
owner of modular building can relocate it and continue to use it in a new place. Based on these factors, 
complex process of refurbishment in modular construction is from 25 to 50 % cheaper comparing to 
traditional building renovation. 
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7.2. Answers to research questions.

7.2.1. To which extent are prefab solutions in healthcare design and construction are more 
economically feasible than traditional methods?

 Time. Modular hospital can be built from the ground. It is a fact confirmed by several experts 
in this research (see appendixes 15-19). The main benefit of modular construction is time required to 
complete the building. Modular building can be assembled from 2 to 3 times faster comparing to tradi-
tional one (see chapter 5, construction phase). This results in fast start of hospital’s use phase, which 
brings not only earlier revenues, but also allows to provide healthcare in limited time period which is 
quite important for hospital typology. The conclusion is that if time is the critical factor, modular con-
struction is definitely feasible solution. 

 Cost. The cost of each construction project is unique based on its circumstances, goals, loca-
tion and man y other factors.  This research compares the main aspects of design, construction and 
maintenance process for an average module with UFA of 29 square meters and for one square meter in 
traditional hospital construction. Construction cost of 1 m2 of the module was calculated equal to 1.846 
Euro, while construction cost in compared traditional hospital was equal to 2.533 Euro / m2. It results 
in 27 % of costs savings when modular method is used. It is important to mention, however, that usual 
marginal cost per square meter in Dutch state hospitals should be less or equal to 2.000 Euro/m2. 
Since hospital development is primarily governmental activity, this price per square meter can be taken 
as a constant. In this case, cost savings based on modular construction are equal to 8 - 9 %. Litera-
ture research presented in chapter 3 reports savings between 11 and 19 % comparing to conventional 
construction methods. It is possible to say, then, that these research findings, which gives cost savings 
in modular variant between 9 and 27 %, are realistic. A very important factor of hospital development 
cost is medical equipment and installations. Depends on the nature of the hospital, cost of equipment 
can vary really high. The module considered in this research is an individual in-patient ward. That is 
why equipment cost for this hospital typology is not the highest among hospital departments. Surgery 
room or MRI block will have a higher price/m2 based on higher equipment level. 

 Time, then, is the most important saving factor in modular construction. A lot of hospital exten-
sions, therefore, are ideal situations for modular construction, when construction process should be 
done in a very limited period of time and without disruption of existing facility. 

7.2.2. To what extent is prefab used in current situation in healthcare sector?

 Modular construction in healthcare is currently used mainly in extensions of healthcare facilities. 
This is partially related with regulations which allow to use modular building as temporary structure for 
several years. Traditional hospital construction mainly uses prefabricated bathroom pods and facade 
panels. Some recent projects, such as Miami Valley hospital completed in 2012, use internal prefabri-
cated walls with integrated headwall systems for in-patient wards. Another current modular component 
used in hospital development is MEP installations, pre-assembled in a factory and mounted above 
the ceiling and in other places on a construction site in a quick way. Modular construction, at the 
same time, uses fully prefabricated volumetric modules to complete the hospital. Several companies 
in Netherlands, Germany and Latvia are specialized in modular hospital construction. The choice of 
construction method, therefore, is depend on the client and particular project circumstances. Modular 
hospital construction is the most promising and growing sector, right after sub-urban housing, which is 
growing now. (Mark van de Ven interview, appendix 15). 
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7.2.3. To what extent is enlarging the amount of prefab elements feasible considering the 
design and construction process?

 
 This research explored fully prefabricated 3d-dimentional modules as the maximum scenario in 
order to see the possible benefits of off-site construction. Pre-designed layout of hospital departments 
and, at the same time, possibility to customize them for particular client gives a wide range of prefab-
rication options. When time is the critical factor and the hospital (or, hospital extension) needs to be 
completed in a short period of time, fully prefabrication and 3d-dimentional construction is definitely 
an option, since construction schedule is reduced by 50 % in a modular way. It is important to stress 
the point that time savings do not result in lower quality, but, to the opposite, provide higher quality 
control and material savings based on lean management and careful production flow (see part 2.2). It 
is possible to say, then, that when short construction time schedule together with efficient and quali-
ty-controlled construction environment is a goal, fully modular construction is an option. Cost savings 
from 9 to 27 % comparing to traditional construction is another benefit. It is important to say, however, 
that even if modular variant is more expensive than conventional method, start of use phase of the 
hospital is still much earlier, and revenues from hospital activity start to accumulate earlier. 

7.2.4. Which parts of the healthcare facilities are mostly suitable for implementation prefab 
solutions in a cost-effective way?

 As it was stated in the report, fully operated hospital can be built from the ground in a modular 
way. That is why all hospital departments are suitable for modular construction. However, based on the 
set of interviews and literature review done in this research it is possible to state that those hospital 
departments which are highly equipped with electronic and special medical devices are the first can-
didates for modular construction. Surgery rooms, MRI units, intensive care wards - these departments 
are recommended to build in a modular way in order to test all systems in advance in a factory and then 
transport them to construction site (Mark van de Ven interview, appendix 15). The benefit of their con-
struction in a modular way is a short time of completion. Based on the actual hospital demand these 
units can be assembled in the factory in a short way and installed in the hospital quite quickly without 
any disruption of current facility, which is very important for continuity of hospital operation flow. These 
modules are ordered as real manufactured products, with high level of quality control and warranty for 
all electronic systems they contain. This complex warranty is another benefit of such devices. Easier 
and integrated maintenance provided by modular manufacturer eliminates daily problems and reduces 
time for maintenance. The cost of maintenance, however, is not lower than in traditional construction 
(see part 3.1).   
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7.4. Post-assesment of the research results by experts.

 Last part of conclusion chapter is results of assessment of the research by external experts and 
figure out do the results make sence. The report presnts 3 main stages in modules life cycle - design, 
manufacturing and use. Results of each phase were discussed with experts. Their comments are giv-
en below.

7.4.1. Mark van de Ven, manager of De Meeuw modular company. Validation interview.

 
Design phase.

 The results of design phase, where the 15% savings in time and 50% savings in cost were 
identified is approved by the experts (see chapter 4). Cost savings are mainly based on possibility 
to recycle and reuse 90% of the module’s components. Based on the profit gained by company from 
re-use of such components, as well as on standardized elements which can still be resulted in very 
different design layouts, design cost is twice cheaper in modular variant rather than in conventional 
one. Speaking about the time required to design proposal in modular and in traditional way, it takes 1-2 
days to prepare a hospital layout, while for external architect (with whom modular companies cooper-
ate sometimes), it takes 2 weeks. This is based on use of standard components which can still result in 
quite different design layouts (Mark van de Ven interview, 2017, Appendix 15). That is why modular de-
sign is mostly about combining separate units into entire building, when the modules themselves are 
pre-designed in Revit. It is possible to make a special and unique design, but in this case De Meeuw 
would not take such module back, because its components are not usable in other modules. That is 
why most of the clients agree on design proposed by De Meeuw, which, again, can be quite specific 
but is based on their standard elements. 

 Construction phase. 

 Some of the construction phase results are not in line with actual practice of De Meeuw. The 
number of hours required to produce one module presented in the book A guide for home factory build-
ing is totally wrong, compared with De Meeuw practice. Author of the book gives a range from 117 to 
366 man-hours, while De Meeuw spends between 16 hours for simple module and 60 hours for very 
complicated and luxury module which needs to be tested against explosion. 
 
 Another dis-match is in calculation of labor costs. The hourly wage of workers in factory is 
correct, and equals to 17-19 Euros / hour, but it is only direct costs. Indirect costs, which are cost of 
equipment, cost of electricity, maintenance, raw materials, etc give total hourly cost of 40-50 Euros. The 
most important mis-match is the number of hours required to produce a module. While Mullens M.A. 
gives a range from 117 to 366 labor-hours, De Meeuw provides an amount of 16-60 hours. 16 hours is 
a minimum one, while for really complicated module it takes up to 60 hours. It also depends on factory 
organization and module’s structure. For example, if the concrete needs to be dry before going to the 
next work station, it takes more time than in steel module, which does not require dry period. 

 Speaking about speed of construction, the rate from 170 - 300 m2 per day, or up to 10 modules 
is true and can be gained in real practice. De Meeuw can mount even 20-24 modules in a day, which 
results in 360 m2, when each modules is 18 square meters. Transportation cost of the module is too 
high, however. It is around 1.000 Euros in The Netherlands. Transportation costs in other can vary sig-
nificantly.

 On-site works are really tricky. It is difficult to calculate their total price, and it is highly depend 
on foundation, which can be very cheap, 50 Euros/m2. 
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 Use phase.

 Annual daily maintenance equal to 2% from construction budget sounds feasible, as well as 
discount of 25-50 % for refurbishment comparing to traditional one. Refurbishment is really depend on 
what the client wants, and it is difficult to name the exact time it takes. If it is cosmetic refurbishment, or 
if only some minor elements need to be changed, it takes a few hours on assembly line to do it. Module 
is taken to the factory, where crew changes some elements. In general, it would not take longer than a 
day.

 Relocation of the module would cost 4,5 - 6,5 thousands Euros per module, this number itself 
is correct but it also should be equal to 30% of the module’s cost, which results in 18-20 thousands 
Euros as a total cost of the module, which is much higher, in my calculations. 

 Total price of the module.

 Total price of the module calculated in this research is 52.900 Euro, or 1.800 Euro / m2. It is high 
price, and De Meuuw hospital unit costs 1.500 Euro / m2, with really luxury finishings and installations. 
De Meuuw also produces module with price per square meter of 2.250 Euros, but it was special one. 
The main shift in price is based on finishings and external cladding materials. The more luxury finish-
ings are, the more costly the module is. 

7.4.2. Wiegerinck Architects. Dutch architectural bureau specialized in hospital design. 
Validation inteview.

 Despite great number of hospitals designed and built by Wiegerinck architects, they didn’t use 
fully modular solutions in their practice. Problem of hospital flexibility, described in details in chapter 2, 
is mainly solved by wider grid of the columns in bureaus’ projects. Wider span allows to put different 
hospital departments between columns. At the same time, the practice of changing function of the 
floor of hospital building is not common, Wiegerinck Architects state. A hot floor, for instance, is too 
complicated to replace it by another department within the same place. Wiegerinck didn’t change orig-
inal function of the hospital floor they designed to another one, in their practice. It is possible to do it 
based on design, but it does not happen in practice, usually. When particular hospital needs renovation 
or requires additional space, it is designed and built next to original complex.

 Prefabricated elements which are mostly used in hospital design are facade panels, floor slabs, 
windows and big number of smaller components. 3d modular components and units are not used in 
bureau practice. Fully modular extension of the hospital is not considered as an optimal solution by the 
architects of the bureau, based on architectural quality of the module. Following by traditional way of 
design, architects require and stand for normal facade design and other things applied to conventional 
architectural process. An extension of the hospital in a modular way is considered as disturbing factor 
for original design. New modules cannot be in line with original design code of the complex, and bring 
haos in the hospital complex. That is why modular extension does not favor option from traditional 
design point of view. 

 The design fee as % from entire budget in traditional design is 5 - 6 %. This number is in line 
with findings of this research. Total price per square meter is also correlate with research findings, and 
equal to 2,5 thousand Euros. This number is an average price of hospital development. Refurbishment 
price of the hospital building is estimated as 65 % from original construction cost. This number is ap-
plied to heavy refurbishment, when all interior structures are demolished.
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7.4.3. Hatice Cigdem Demirel, PhD Researcher, TU Delft. Validation interview.

 Cigdem is a PhD researcher in TU Delft and member of Arup office in The Netherlands. Despite 
the fact that she is not an expert in modular construction in particular, she kindly agreed to revise the 
conclusions of my research and give further recommendations. 

 The two parameters which were investigated in my research are cost and time. Since economic 
feasibility of modular hospital construction was the main focus of the research, its monetary aspects 
were considered by me since the beginning.  I specifically was not focused on qualitative parameters, 
since the entire MBE track, in my point of view, is about quantitaive parameters of management in a 
built environment. Moreover, Politecnico di Milano master thesis done by me a year ago was entierly 
dedicated to spatial, architctural, aesthetic and qualitative characteristic features of modular flexible 
hospital. Cigdem, however, rised the questions of risk allocation along the modular development pro-
cess and organizational structure of modular construction process. The proposal from her side was 
to add these two parameters - risk and organizational structure - to initial time and cost factors inves-
tigated in the research. Organizational structure of modular company was explained in the research 
in chapter 4, Design phase, as well as in chapter 5, Construction phase, where factory layouts and 
their effect on production process were described. Based on the fact that Cigdem was involved in my 
research process on the very last stage (3 weeks before graduation), the decision do not change the 
initial structure of the report was made. At the same time, based on the fact that this chapter can be 
used for additional information and comparing my own results with experts’ point of view, this part will 
explain risks and stakeholder involvement in modular construction. 

Risks in modular construction.

 Design phase chapter 2 presented a table of risk comparison between different construction 
systems, from traditional, fully on-site ones to fully modular ones (see figure 7.2 below). It is clear that 
risk allocation in modular construction is grouped at the beginning of the development process, since 
early decisions affect the later phases. While in traditional construction risks are mainly related with 

Figure 7.2. Comparison of risks in different types of construction
(source: Lawson, M et al, Design in modular construction, 2014)
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execution phase, and based on delays in construction materials supply, weather conditions, etc., risks 
in modular construction are grouped in ealry design phases, when key decisions, such as dimensions 
of the module, its structural frame and other parameters are settled. 

 Louise Matheson in his research “Modular buildings - associated issues and risks” mentions 
several risks related with modular construction (Matheson, L., 2012). 

Value for money is significant risk in his classification. It is mainly based on time required to produce 
a module itself and time required to prepare the site and to procure all related infrastructure works on 
site. The type of procurement, in this sense, is quite important. Procurement of on-site works under 
traditional procedure can result in delay of finishing the whole project. IPD contracts, mentioned in De-
sign phase, chapter 4, have an aim to avoid these delays and start site preparation and procurement 
earlier based on involvement of on-site specialists and modular manufacturers in early process stages.
 
Maintenance is the second risk mentioned by Matheson. In a long-term basis, modular building de-
mands higher maintenance investments while the value of the building decreases significantly, Mathe-
son states. In other words, capital value of modular buildings depreciates over time, while capital value 
of traditional building tends to be more stable (Matheson, L., 2012). 

Engagement of other parties is another risk. Manufacturing of all components for modular building 
takes place in modular factory. Modular manufacturer, then, is the only player who controls quality, sup-
ply chain and management of production process. Such type of organization helps to control quality 
and to reduce delays, but, on the other hand, maintenance is highly dependent on modular manufac-
turer as well. In this case, all substantial elements and maintenance operations required for modular 
building are executed by one modular manufacturer. To find another supplier and maintenance opera-
tor for modular building, therefore, is quite difficult. This situation can result in increase of maintenance 
costs based on exclusive position of modular manufacturer. 

Organizational structure of modular construction development process.

 The layouts of modular factory which is the main stage in modular production were explained 
in details in Construction phase, chapter 5. The organization of the development process in modular 
construction, however, was not in focus of this research. That is why some aspects of such organiza-
tion will be present in this part of the chapter. 

 Design phase. 
 Design phase in modular construction is usually executed by modular manufacturer (Lawson, 
M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction). That is why, modular manufacturer is a main contrac-
tor in modular construction process. Related specialists, such as engineers, designers, etc. are special 
departments of modular construction company. Depends on the size of the company, some advisors 
and consultants can be hired outside. However, modular constructors tend to get the main specialists 
in-house, since in this case they work in line with exact requirements of modular construction company. 
Clients, in many ways, are more comfortable to communicate with the main contractor, who is respon-
sible for all processes. Modular construction, in this sense, has higher quality control and reliable time 
frame based on lean management concept (see chapter 3). Based on pre-designed layouts, the de-
sign phase itself can be eliminated, or take ust a few days. There is more time is spent to negotiation 
and consultation with the client regarding final design rather then on design itself. 

 Construction phase. 
 Construction process takes place in modular factory, where 90 % of the building is completed.
Based on direct collaboration between client and modular manufacturer, and fixed number of opera-
tions in the factory, when time, cost and quality are highly controlled, construction phase goes in line 
with design solutions. Figure 7.3 shows IPD type of contract in modular development process, when  
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Modular manufacturer is responsible for final product in all phases, while external consultants, such as 
external architect, can be hired to advise on some points. It is important to mention that modular build-
ing producers do not allow external architects to influence project a lot, since the final product would 
be changed drastically and completion of the final product would be delayed significantly. It is possible 
to state, then, that modular construction process is vertically integrated system with fixed number of 
steps and possibility to attract external consultants in case they are needed.  

 Use phase. 
 Based on presence of modular manufacturer as the main actor in modular construction, mainte-
nance of modular building is also his exclusive responsibility. Since design of the module was done by 
modular manufacturer, he has all additional components for replacement, maintenance and refurbish-
ment of modular building during its life cycle. That is why common warranty period given by modular 
manufacturer is 10 years or more. Client is directly connected with modular supplier during warranty 
period and can solve all problems with personal manager of the modular company, instead of spend-
ing time for different suppliers. 

Figure 7.3. IPD contract flowchart
(source: Lawson, M et al, Design in modular construction, 2014)
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7.4.4. Literature review.

 
In order to make additional validation round of research results, another set of literature review was 
done. This review investigated time and cost savings in modulr construction - two parameters analyzed 
in the research.

 Modular Building Institute.

 Modular Building Institute is one of the most prominent resources for modular construction. 
There is a wide range of publications and papers under the brand MBI. This collection of articles 
investigates costs and benefits of modular construction and keep the reader with most up-to date 
innovations in this construction sector. MBI identifies total time savings in modular construction 
from 30 to 50 %. Figure 7.4 shows that most of these savings come from construction phase, when 
module’s manufacturing and site development go in parallel. 50 % savings are quite optimistic, but 30 
% is in line with my own findings (Modular Building Institute, 2016).

Cost savings in modular construction identified by MBI are vary from 25 to 40% less than traditional 
construction costs are (Modular Building Institute, 2016). According to MBI, the majority of these sav-
ings come from construction phase, based on strict lean management, highly controlled factory envi-
ronment and fixed time schedule.  MBI does not identify any savings in use and maintenance phase, 
while concentrates on design and construction phases only. 

 McGraw & Hill. Modularization in construction industry. Report 2016. 

 McGraw & Hill is one of the major magazines dedicated to modular construction. Their annual 
report analyzes great number of indicators in modular construction.  Report of 2016 identifies savings 
in both time and costs. Time savings identified in design phase vary from 5 to 25 % comparing to tradi-
tional construction, while construction phase gets up to 4 weeks savings (McGraw & Hill, Modulariza-
tion in construction industry report, 2016). Cost savings identified by the report for design phase are 
highly varied, but identified up to 75% comparing to on-site methods. Construction phase gives 25% 
savings, while there are no savings mentioned in maintenance phase. 

Figure 7.4. Comparison of on-site and modular construction process
(Modular Building Institute, 2016)
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7.4.5. Cepezed validation interview.

 Cepezed architectural bureau is situated in Delft and specialized in different architectural typol-
ogies. They also work with healthcare typologies. Since modularity and prefabrication is the philos-
ophy of Cepezed, their validation of my research results is quite valuable. Joost Heijnis, an architect, 
kindly agreed to discuss my results of the research.

 Design phase

 Design phase is highly depend on the client and negotiation process, according to Cepezed. 
The bureau can design a hospital in one year, but discussion and negotiations with the client and dif-
ferent hospital practitioners extend design phase to 5 years, as it happened with MCA hospital project 
designed by Cepezed. Time savings in design phase, that is why, can be maximum 50%, comparing 
to conventional design time. 25% time for design phase, presented by De Meeuw seems unrealistical 
for Cepezed (Cepezed interview, 2017). Cost of design phase is depend on the total budget of the 
project. The higher the amount of total building cost, the lower an architect’s fee. For example, if total 
construction budget is 100.000 Euros, the design fee would be 10% from it. If total construction budget 
is 1.000.000 Euros, the design fee would be 8% from it. If the project is really modular, and is based 
on standard design layouts, its cost can be 25-30% from traditional design cost. 

 Construction phase

 Time reductions in construction phase can be up to 50%, based on the bureau’s experience. 
20%, presented by De Meeuw, is quite high and doubtfull. It is important to take into account the 
time required for testing medical equipment, get an approval from the government and installation of 
medical systems. For example, time required for installation of one MRI unit is one month. It seems 
ridiculous, but it is true. That is why 50% time savings in modular construction are the maximum. Cost 
savings based on modularity and prefabrication can deliver 20% savings in cost of construction, or be 
equal to 80% from traditional hospital construction budget. In real numbers, it results in 2.000 Euro/
m2 for hospital construction, against 2.500 Euros in traditional on-site process. Cepezed mostly uses 
flat packs, or kits of prefab components which are delivered to construction site by trucks and mount-
ed to the building. Cepezed tested 3d (volumetric) modular units against flat packages, and last ones 
showed higher economic benefits and savings in both time and costs. That is why the bureau does not 
use 3d modules, usually. 

 Use phase

 Time savings in use phase are not so familiar for Cepezed. Cleaning and related maintenance 
can be done faster and easier based on use of special materials, such as corian, but the same ma-
terials can be used in traditional finishings as well. Some prefab elements make maintenance phase 
easier. For example, special prefab facade system used in MCA hospital allows to replace MRI units 
easily and quickly. In traditional hospitals such changes take up to 1 month. MRI is delivered on site, 
deassembled into pieces, transported to the final place by internal elevators and assembled again 
there. Based on these facts, time frame for maintenance of modular hospital can be estimated as 95% 
from traditional maintenance. Cost aspects of hospital maintenance are not in the focus of Cepezed. 
However, 2% per year from total construction budget sounds reasonable (Cepezed interview, 2017).
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Chapter 8.

REFLECTION.
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8.1. Modular construction in other building typologies. Does it make difference? 

The number of aspects which make modular construction in hospitals feasible and attractive was ex-
plained in details in previous chapters. The specific features of use modules in hospital development 
were also addressed in the report. This part of reflection chapter deals with school buildings as a can-
didate for modular construction in order to identify some differences in modular development and to 
understand does the modular construction can be used widely.

 School buildings have a large number of wide span spaces, which are requested by design 
codes and applied to classrooms, lecture and sport halls and some others (Lawson, M., Ogden, R., 
Design in modular construction). That is why open sided modules are ideal typology for school build-
ing. It is possible to say that flexibility demand in school building is higher than in hospital based on 
classroom dimensions equal to 10 x 10 meters, or 85-100 m2 in square. Hospital building, at the same 
time, has a great number of independent spaces, which can be unified or re-purposed, but do not re-
quire wide spans. The usual modern hospital grid is 7.8 to 7.8 bay, where surgery block can be located. 
In-patient wards, practitioner offices, laboratories, etc. can be located in the half of the bay with 3,9 
meters width. Figure 8.1 illustrates principal plans of school and hospital. 

Both school and hospital buildings contain the number of identical spaces. In case of school they are 
classrooms, while in hospital it is in-patient wards, practitioner offices and support facilities. School 
building, however, contains large number of wide span and unique facilities, such as lecture halls, 
gyms, common spaces and recreations. The wider spans which are necessary in schools dictate the 
height limitations which can be up to 3 floors without stabilized core ad up to 6 storeys with it (Lawson, 
M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construction, 2012). Hospital building, to the opposite, can be built 
in a modular way up to 7 storeys without additional bracing and stabilization cores. This feature makes 
hospital more suitable for modular construction method rather than school typology. 

 Second specific aspect of hospital building is a great number of pre-installed equipment and 
installations which are required by design codes (Lawson, M., Ogden, R., Design in modular construc-
tion, 2012). The majority of these operations, especially electric, bathroom pods, lighting, medical 
gases, ventilation and other systems can be installed in factory in a strict schedule without any delays, 
weather disruptions, etc. This fact significantly reduces not only on-site construction phase (see chap-
ter 2), but also allows to start use phase earlier based pre-assembled installations. School does not 
contain such complicated equipment and MEP services, and, consequently, does not require in factory 
assembly conditions. 

 Based on these two facts, wider structural span and lower amount of technical installations, 
school building has less potential for modular construction. Classroom extensions of existing school 
facilities, however, which may do not require wide spans are possible. It can be both ground floor ex-
tensions as well as addings on top of the existing building.

Figure 8.1. Layouts of typical hospital and school building. (source:   
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8.2. Reflection on the research process and final product.

 This part of reflection chapter will briefly summarise the main steps of the research project 
and my personal reflection on it. 

 Start phase. All quite on the western front.

 The goal of this research was to find possible savings in modular hospital construction based 
on the benefits it provides. The choice of the topic for the research was based on my involvement in 
hospital design for significant period of time and theoretical potentials modular construction provides 
specifically in this building typology. The main research question rised in this research was formulated 
as to which extent are modular hospital construction more feasible comparing to conventional building 
techniques? The initial idea was to find two real cases from the companies, one for modular hospital 
project and another one for traditional hospital development. The comparison of these two cases, 
based on their briefs, set of interviews with involved parties and literature review, was intended to iden-
tify the exact savings in time and cost as well as the precise moments in construction schedule where 
these savings might take place. 

 Literature reivew phase. Modules in a nutshell.

 Literature review phase started from the broad selection of the articles in academic libraries 
dedicated to modular construction. Soonly it became clear that the actual information such as real 
numbers, turnovers, volumes of production, construction technologies etc are not mentioned in these 
materials at all. Articles available in stock research filed mainly contain advertisement-based materials 
with a few details regarding actual savings and mostly suitable for the first call to particular company. 
As it was investigated later by me, this situation is based on quite closed nature of modular manufac-
turers since there is a few number of them in Europe and they do not reveal any information beside 
advertising booklets. In order to get the deeper knowledge in modular development I bought several 
books which describe design and construction modular process more precisely and in details. In paral-
lel with academic reading I arranged a set of interviews with the parties involved in modular design and 
construction, thanks to my mentors Ruben Vrijhoef and Peter de Jong. It has become clear, then, that 
no one party is willing to share any precise and concrete information, even if you are a good student of 
TU Delft. They can demonstrate the module after completion in showroom, they can answer to some 
general questions (see interviews in appendixes), but they never ever ever will dive into manufacturing, 
construction and especially financial details. This is pitty to constant, but graduation within MBE and 
TU Delft do not guarantee any entries to the construction world. Although it highly depends on the 
selected topic, particular market situation and student personality, the actual involvement of the MBE 
faculty to the real construction sector is overestimated, in my point of view.  Based on these reasons 
I switched my initial research plan from case study research to generic analysis of life cycle process 
of modular hospital and its aspects with divings into particular details in design, construction and use 
phases based on their availability. Thanks to my mentors I got a number of experts from architecture, 
module manufacturing and hospital management fields which answered to the number of questions 
of modular development (see appendixes 15-19). All their responses and comments are included in 
the body of the report. However, they were fluctuate to go into details regarding any numbers and real 
cases. 

 Final report development phase. Yes, I can.

 Final report of this research are based on literature findings and interviews with experts men-
tioned in a previous paragraph. It touches the main parameters of hospital development and life cycle 
in three phases - design, construction and use. Every parameter of both construction methods is 
compared with each other and the conclusions regarding feasibility of modular construction in this 
particular step of building’s life are made. Finally, the conclusion chapter summarizes all findings and 
describes the main savings in all phases. It is important to mention that findings in particular phase 
cannot be simply summarized since they are not equl to each other and represent different categori-
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es sometimes. The results of the research are findings of possible savings in modular construction as 
a percentage comparing to conventional building methods (see conclusion chapter). 

8.3. Time and costs savings are done. What about quality?

 Two indicators investigated in this research were time and costs savings in modular construc-
tion. These two indicators were chosen specifically for this research in order to investigate quantitative 
savings in modular construction. Quality aspects, such as architectural, planning, spatial and aesthetic  
ones, were partially investigated during my Milan work, when I completed renovation project for general 
modular hospital. For these reasons quality aspects were not studied specifically, since it is separat-
ed and big topic for further research. Quality assessment has its own number of indicators and other 
measurements. Specific questionnaires need to be prepared to interview respondents. This topic can 
be considered for future investigation, based on monetary and time savings identified here. 

 At the same time, it is possible to conclude, based on current research, that quality increas-
ings take place in modular construction. These issues were partially explained in Construction phase, 
chapter 5. Main quality improvements are based on two factors. First one is indoor assembly process 
takes place in modular factory. It means that production process does not depend on weather condi-
tions. Second one is fixed number of operations required to assemble a module. Lean management 
concept, explained in chapter 6, helps to minimize delays and overheads in supplies. McGraw & Hill 
annual report mentioned in part 7.4.4 confirms quality improvements in modular construction based 
on surveys of respondents (McGraw & Hill, Modularization in construction industry report, 2016). 15 % 
of respondents state high level of improvements, while another 50% report about medium impact on 
quality improvement. These two factors are basis for higher production conditions, absence of delays 
and higher quality of the final product. 

8.4. Are the in-between scenarios in modular construction?

 This research specifically explained 3d modular, or, volumetric construction benefits. This maxi-
mum scenario was chosen in order to investigate the limits and potentials of this construction method. 
Specific questions such as transportation of module to the site, dealing with installation of 3d module 
to the building, assembly of 3d frame, etc. are raised in this maximum scenario. The purpose of such 
maximum variant was to check the benefits of this method in front of more traditional ones, where 
some prefabricated elements are still used. Construction industry, in general, is quite conservative 
area, and innovations take place here infrequently. Modular construction, that is why, is one of these 
innovations. Despite relatively long history and a lot of attempts to build modular buildings in the past, 
modern industry is able to combine economy of scale with customizable layout, as it was shown in this 
research. The benefit of fully modular construction is complexity of environment and ability to control 
all processes on a higher level. Current use of prefabricated components in construction, however, 
does not emerge in qualitatively new features. It is possible to say that use of modular components in 
traditional construction eliminates some technological problems and reduces time for installation on 
site, but it is hardly possible to name these things by real changes in construction industry. Wiegerinck 
Architects, specialized in hospital construction, name 6 main types of prefab elements currently used 
in healthcare construction (Wiegerinck Architects, 2017). They are prefab facades, window frames, 
floor slabs, steel structures, bathroom pods and many small fitting parts. While these elements can 
save some time on construction site, based on their prefabricated character, they are still small part in 
a general traditional construction on-site process. Figure 8.2. represents all these components. 
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8.5. Recommendations for further research. 

 The real testing of benefits and limitations of modular construction in comparison with conven-
tional one needs to be provided in a further research. Despite the fact that this report used some real 
numbers from case studies, interviews and literature sources and provided the comparison of the most 
important phases, operations and parameters, it does not provide the entire comparison of modular 
and traditional construction by a fixed similar set of parameters. This is based on unavailability of the 
full real case study for both modular and conventional construction. Further testing and deeper com-
parison with measuring of real time required for comparable operations is necessarily. 
 
 Another important direction of additional research is comparison of life cycle cost of different 
hospital departments in both conventional and modular construction. This report mainly concentrated 
on one type of the module and compared its life cycle cost with one square meter of normal construc-
tion. Understanding of different aspects of construction of different units (wards, surgery rooms, etc.) 
will allow to clearly understand economical effectiveness of combination of modular and traditional 
construction. 

 Another direction of further research is risk allocations on modular construction, partially men-
tioned in post-assessment chapter, already. Time savings are mostly based on earlier decisions made 
at the beginning of the process. However, the risks in this phase are higher based on higher number of 
decisions needs to be made. That is why risks need to be investigated additionally and their allocation 
in design, construction and use phases needs to be clarified.
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Appendix 2. Surgery floor with open-sided modules for surgery rooms (source:  Author, 2016)
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Appendix 3.  Generic Value Stream Map (VSM) of modular production
(Factory design for modular homebuilding, Mullens, M.A., 2011)
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Appendix 4.  Production layout of Sekisui Home factory
(source: Bock, T., Linner, T., Robotic Industrialization, 2015) 
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Appendix 5.  Sidesaddle line layout
(Factory design for modular homebuilding, Mullens, M.A., 2011)
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Appendix 6.  Shotgun line layout
(Factory design for modular homebuilding, Mullens, M.A., 2011)
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Appendix 7.  Hybrid sidesaddle and Build-in-place line layout
(Factory design for modular homebuilding, Mullens, M.A., 2011)
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Figure x. C
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Appendix 11. Set of operations  for assembly of the module and  time requirements for it 
(Factory design for modular homebuilding, Mullens, M.A., 2011)

Labor hour per module
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A
ppendix 12. Variable and fixed operating transportation costs (A

uthor, 2017)
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